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VABSTRACT
2.7 GHz Polarization and Flux Density Measurements
of Variable Radio Sources
(January 1976)
John E. Kapitzky, B.S., Case Institute of Technology
M.S., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor William A. Dent
Several studies have shown the existence of variations
in the flux densities and polarization properties of some
extragalactic radio sources with timescales ranging from years
to days. The nature of the expanding source model, often
employed in understanding these radio sources' variations,
suggested certain advantages in monitoring the flux densities
and polarization properties of these objects at relatively
long wavelengths. In accordance, observations were made of
many extragalactic radio sources at 11 cm on the NRAO 300
foot radio telescope in Green Bank, West Virginia for roughly
six consecutive days every three to four months. Each observed
source drifted through the beam patterns of three azimuthally-
aligned, linearly polarized feeds once a day. The radiometer
attached to one of the feeds was in a conventional load-switch-
ing configuration. Each of the other two feeds was connected
to a radiometer whose input was switched between two ortho-
vi
gonal dipoles contained within the feed (called polariza-
tion-switc; .ng). The orientations of the dipole pairs with-
in the three feeds and the corr.jination of load-switching
and polarization-switching theoretically allowed determin-
ation of total flux, degree of polarization, and polariza-
tion position angle for each observed radio source. After
calibration of the telescope system and removal of instru-
mental polarization, this goal was achieved. The results
at 11 cm were then combined with flux density observations
at 1.9 and 3.8 cm made at the Haystack Radio Observatory
and with flux observations at 9.6 mm made with the NRAO 36
foot Kitt Peak radio telescope. The 1.9 cm and 3.8 cm
observations were made in a program initiated by Prof. W.
A. Dent and later supported by the author. The 9.6 mm obser-
vations were supplied by Professors W. A. Dent and R. W.
Hobbs
.
The multi-wavelength monitoring revealed that radio
outbursts in some of the sources were interpretable in
terms of the expanding source model and its extensions. The
11 cm observations were especially valuable, because many
of the outbursts transparent to radio radiation at shorter
wavelengths displayed the time delays and reduced flux
density amplitudes at 11 cm that are associated with large
opacities and changes in opacity in the expanding source
vli
model. Behavior In 3C120 and suggested that dis-
persion through an intergalactlc medium contributes little
to the measured delays In the times of occurrence of a
given outburst at several frequencies.
A large number of sources showed little variation
In 11 cm polarization. But the large changes In position
angle for a few of the objects suggests a high degree of
order In magnetic field orientations within some sources.
Most of the well-defined changes In position angle sup-
port predictions by Aller about how polarization should
vary within an expanding source and further support the
idea that the larger opacities encountered at longer wave-
lengths aid In clarifying behavior In the expanding source
model. A few objects have shown polarization variations
while remaining constant In flux density.
The secondary objective of searching for signs of
day to day variability In flux density In radio sources
previously suspected of such activity has turned up nega-
tive results. A few new potential 11 cm variable radio
sources have been found.
viil
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1CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
A. Objectives
The studies summarized in Tables I-l and 1-2 in this
chapter show or suggest the existence of variations in the
flux densities and the polarization properties of some ex-
tragalactic radio sources with timescales ranging from years
to days. This study undertakes the systematic monitoring of
flux density and polarization properties of a number of ex-
tragalactic objects at 11.1 cm, a wavelength longer than is
usually employed in such investigations. This program's
results will be combined with data taken at the Haystack
Observatory at 1.9 and 3.8 cm and with results from the NRAO
36 foot antenna by Dent and Hobbs at 9 mm to provide mater-
ial essential for the study of the evolution of extragalac-
tic objects, including quasistellar objects.
The observations will then be tested for conformity
with several predictions of the expanding source model. Be-
cause of the relatively lo-:g wavelength of observation (11.1
cm), opacity effects within the sources should be more im-
portant than at higher frequencies. This could manifest it-
self in measurable delays between the times of occurrence
of an event at 3.8 cm and 11.1 cm, as well as in better-de-
fined 90 degree changes in the polarization position angle
(at 11.1 cm). Both of these predictions, as well as other
2qualitative features of the model, will be investigated.
Furthermore, evidence of new variables will be sought and a
search made for signs of day to day variability in the flux
densities of some of the objects.
B. Background
A variety of astronomical objects emit electromagnetic
radiation in the radio portion of the spectrum. The list
includes planets, stars, supernova remnants, clouds of in-
terstellar gas, galaxies, and quasistellar objects (QSO's).
The extragalactic radio sources are especially interesting,
since they can potentially reveal something about the pro-
cesses and conditions existing during earlier epochs in the
history of the Universe.
Although a few strong radio sources had been identified
with galaxies through similarity of positions in the late
1940's, it was not until the early 1960's that most of the
strongest radio sources had been associated with optical
"radio galaxies" and star-like objects emitting radio waves.
When the emission lines in the optical spectra of these sup-
posed radio stars were interpreted as being highly red-
shifted spectral features of common elements, their distan-
ces were increased from parsecs to megaparsecs, and their
energies emitted at radio wavelengths increased with the
square of the new distances. In comparison with normal gal-
axies whose absolute radio luminosities were ~10^^ ergs/sec.
3some QSO's have radio luminosities of 10"*^ ergs/sec.
The discovery in I965 of variations in the radio emis-
sion from some of these extragalact ic objects was exciting.
For not only did it raise new questions about the energy
production mechanism (how does an object possibly only a
few parsecs in size radiate more energy than an entire gal-
axy?), but it also opened up a new avenue of inquiry into
the nature of the energy emission mechanism. It became im-
portant to identify extragalactic variable radio sources
and to begin to measure the changes in their flux densities
over a wide range of wavelengths.
The principal means of identifying potential variable
sources has been examination of their radio spectra. At ra-
dio frequencies, graphs of the emission from radio sources
versus wavelength appear as smooth lines with positive, neg-
ative, or no curvature, or as curves that are a combination
of all three types. The spectral index, is defined by
the relation
log (S) = °= log (v) + C
where S is the flux density
V is the frequency
C is a constant
For a spectrum with no curvature, « is just the slope of the
line in the log (S) - log (v) plot. For more complex spec-
tra, it can be defined as the tangent to the curve at a giv-
en frequency. While radio sources exist with a range of
4spectral shapes and Indices, for most variable radio sources
the spectral index is greater than -.5 or else the spectrum
is complex in the wavelength region of variability.
The next section examines previous observations of var-
iability. Then Chapter II reviews the expanding source mod-
el, which is usually employed to account for the variability
in many extragalactic radio sources. Chapter III describes
the observational portion of this study, and Chapter IV dis-
cusses the results. Chapter V presents the conclusions.
C. Previous Flux Density and
Polarization Variability Observations
In the last decade several studies involving searches
for large timescale (greater than several weeks) and short
timescale (day to day) flux density variations in radio
sources have been conducted. Also, in the past five years,
several papers have been published recording time varia-
tions in the polarization properties. These studies have
been summarized in Tables I-l and 1-2.
The bulk of sources that show large timescale varia-
tions can be crudely divided into several groups. Some
sources (3C120, 3C273, 3C454.3) show multiple outburst be-
havior with timescales for the events of a few months. The
outbursts overlap in many cases, making definition of base
levels of constant flux density difficult to determine.
Other sources (0J287, BL Lac) exhibit rapid, multiple out-
5bursts with shorter tlmescales (a month or less). For these
objects the problem of resolving the outbursts is worse.
Frequent observations are especially necessary and important
for these sources. Another group of objects (2145+06) shows
relatively monotonic behavior, either gradually increasing
or decreasing in flux density. Superimposed on the monoton-
ic emission from some of these objiects are low level out-
bursts. Finally, there are a number of sources that have
broad (1 year or more) convex or concave flux density-time
curves, some with outbursts superimposed.
Most of the long term monitoring programs (see Table
I-l) have been at wavelengths shorter than 6 cm, principally
because the variability is a short wavelength phenomenon.
Flux density outbursts are generally stronger at shorter
wavelengths (shorter than "6 cm). With a few possible ex-
ceptions at low frequencies (e.g., 408 MHz; Hunstead, 1972),
the amplitude of variations decreases to very low levels for
wavelengths longer than 6 cm. Nevertheless, observations at
longer wavelengths are useful, for it is in this spectral
region that opacity effects in the expanding source model
should produce marked time delays in the events (compared
with the times of occurrence at 2 cm and shorter wave-
lengths )
.
The above class of flux variations dealt with time-
scales of months up to years. But measurements of 3C273
(Pauliny-Toth and Kellerman, 1966), and BL Lac (Andrew et
6Table I-l
Long Term Variations (Flux Density Only)
Dates
9.5 mm 1970.7 - 1972.5
1.9 cm 1969.0 - 1973.0
2.7 cm 1970.5 - 1971.6
2.8 cm 1966.6 - 1971.5
3.8 cm 1969.0 - 1971.6
4.5 cm 1967.7 - 1971.5
Number of Location/Reference
Obj ects
22 cm
40 cm
73 cm
} 1962.8 - 1966.1
1966.3 - 1972.0
21
32
18
84
22
84
78
NRAO-Kitt Peak
Dent and Hobbs, 1973
Haystack Observatory
Dent et al.
, 1974
Univ. of Michigan
Stull, 1972
Algonquin Radio Obs.
Medd et al.
, 1972
Haystack Observatory
Dent and Kojoian, 1972
Algonquin Radio Obs.
Medd et al.
, 1972
NRAO-Green Bank 300'
Pauliny-Toth and
Kellerman, I966
Molonglo
Hunstead, 1972
7Table 1-2
Short Term Variations
2.8 cm
}
4.5 cm
11.1 cm
2.8 cm
}
4.5 cm
2.8 cm
3.8 cm }
4.5 cm
2.8 cm
2.8 cm
Dates
1968 - 1969
1969
1971
1968 - 1970
1971
1972
Number of
Objects
1
37
19
Location/Reference
Algonquin Radio Obs,
Andrew et al.
, 1969
CSIRO
Wills, 1971
Algonquin Radio Obs
Andrew et al.
, 1971
Algonquin Radio Obs.
MacLeod et al.
, 1971
Algonquin Radio Obs.
Harvey et al. , 1972
Algonquin Radio Obs.
Andrew et al.
, 1974
Polarization Time Variations
3.8 cm
2.1 cm
3.8 cm
2. 8 cm
4.5 cm
6.0 cm
}
1963.0 - 1967.0
1965.9 - 1967.6
1966.5 - 1968.3 40
1968.4 - 1970.8 44
1971.5 - 1973.7 15
Univ. of Michigan
Aller and Haddock
1967
NRAO-Green Bank l40'
Hobbs et al. , 1968
Univ. of Michigan
Aller, 1970a
Algonquin Radio Obs.
Bignell and Seaquist
1973
Owens Valley Obs.
Seielstad and Berge
1975
8al., 1969) suggested tlmescales of a few weeks or less,
prompting further Investigation of this type of source.
Wills (1971) and the Algonquin group (Harvey et al., 1972)
conducted searches for short term variability In a variety
of sources known to be variable with longer tlmescales.
Wills at CSIRO measured flux densities at 11 cm of 37 sour-
ces, about half of which were known to be radio variables.
Prom observations of two to nine days, day to day variations
of 2 to 4 per cent were detected In four of the objects:
0106+01, CTA26, 0440-00, and I5IO-O8. No hourly variations
were found In any of the sources. On the other hand, a
search for short term time variations at Algonquin (2.8 cm)
by Harvey et al. turned up negative results. They exam-
ined 19 sources, including three of Wills' four variables,
for a 20 day period in late 1971. They found that only
OJ287 and BL Lac showed any convincing evidence of daily
variation. Harvey et al. suggested that such behavior is
intermittent and that rapid variables may be quiescent for
long periods. In any case, the task of establishing dally
variations is a difficult one, considering that the level of
variability as determined by Wills (2 to 4 per cent) is only
slightly above the error levels of most flux density measure
ments
.
The first evidence of time variations in polarization
was found in 1967 when Aller and Haddock (1967) published
observations of polarization covering 4 years in three
9sources: 3C279, 3C273, and 3C345. With degrees of polariza-
tion ranging from 2 to 4 per cent and time variations of 1
to 2 per cent of the total flux, the measurements represented'
a new source of information on the nature of extragalactic
radio sources. These and additional early observations by
Hobbs et al. (1968) of seven objects suggested the useful-
ness of full scale monitoring programs of many sources. The
first such program, by Aller (1970a) at 3.8 cm, was begun in
mid 1966. Other searches for polarization variations fol-
lowed at 2.8 and 4.5 cm (Bignell and Seaquist, 1973), 6 cm
(Seielstad and Berge, 1975), and 11 cm (Altschuler, 197^).
10
-CHAPTER II
THEORY
After the discovery of variability in extra-galactic
radio sources (Dent, I965), several papers were written de-
scribing models that could explain the variations in flux
density and polarization. Papers by van der Laan (1966),
Pauliny-Toth and Kellerman (1966), and Kellerman and Pauliny-
Toth (1967) developed a model in which a cloud of relativis-
tic electrons expanded adiabat ically after being injected
into a region containing a homogeneous magnetic field of ran-
dom orientation, resulting in the emission of synchrotron
radiation that varied with time. The polarization properties
of this model have been examined by Aller (1970b), Takarada
(1970), and Pacholczyk and Swihart (1967, 1970, 1971, 1973,
197^). The result of all of these papers has been a model
detailed enough for comparison with the data available on
time variations. A summary of the expanding source model
based on the work of van der Laan, Aller, and Takarada fol-
lows .
In its most basic form, the model begins with an injec-
tion (of unknown origin) of a uniform, spherical cloud of
relativistic electrons into a volume containing a homogene-
ous magnetic field of strength B. Assuming the electrons
have an isotropic velocity distribution and a number distri-
bution N(E) of the form
11
N(E)dE = K(t)E"^dE (II-l)
where the energy E is confined to an interval E
_< E < E^,
then the frequency dependence of the volume emissivity (e)'
and absorption (k) coefficients due to the synchrotron ra-
diation from the particles can be written
y + 1
e(v) oc K(t)B 2 ^-(T - l)/2 (II-2)
Y + 2
K(v) ^ K(t)B 2 ^-(y + 4)/2 (II-3)
Note that K in equation II-l is time dependent. The combi-
nation of emission and absorption from the cloud of electrons
leads to two expressions for the observed flux density when
II-2 and II-3 are substituted into
S(v) oc £[1 - e"^^] (II-4)
One equation describes the emission at some time in the
spectral region where the source is transparent to radiation.
This occurs at frequencies above some frequency v^, being
the frequency at which flu.v density is maximum at that time.
The other expression describes the emission in the spectral
region where the source is opaque, which occurs for v << v^.
If S(v) is the observed flux density and 9 is the angular
size of the source at the time then
S(v) oc q2 ^2.5^ CII.5)
12
S(v) cc K(t)B^^ 1^/2 q3 ^-(y - l)/2^
^ % (II-6)
If magnetic flux Is conserved, if the electron gas expands
adlabatically
,
and if particles neither enter nor escape from
the region, then
B « r"^ (II-7a)
9 °^ I- (II-7b)
K « r"^"^ (II-7c)
where r is the radius of the source. When equations II-5,
II-6, and II-7 are combined with the parameter p (the rela-
tive radius, defined as p = r/r where r, r are the radii
' o ' o
of the source at times t and t^, respectively), then the flux
densities in the transparent and opaque parts of the radio
spectrum become
S(v,p) = S^(\;)p^, V << (II-8)
S(v,p) = S^(v)p~^^, V » (II-9)
where S^Cv) is the flux density at time t^. It can also be
shown that
%^P^/^^m^Po^= P ^
(where v is the frequency of maximum flux density when the
m
relative radius is p) and
s„(p)/s„(p„) =
p-"^'^3)/(.^.)
13
(where S^(p) is the maximum flux density when the relative
radius is p) and
(11-12) .
(where \(Vjjjj_) Is the maximum flux density during the out-
burst at frequency
^^^^ j_ ) •
From these equations it can be seen that the spectrum
drops to lower flux densities and longer wavelengths as time
goes on. Furthermore, what one would see at a fixed fre-
quency is an increase in flux density as the cloud of elec-
trons expands and the solid angle Increases, producing a
drop in the opacity, followed by a decrease in flux as a re-
sult of adiabatic energy losses of the relativistic particles
and decreased magnetic field strength. The same behavior is
observed at longer wavelengths, although the amplitude of the
outburst is less (11-12) and the maximum occurs at a later
time (11-10).
If the source expands with constant velocity, then r <== t
,
Thus, since p °^ r,
S(v,t )(t/t, )^ V << V
S(v,t) = { ^ ^ ^ (11-13)
S(v,t^)(t/t^) V >>
At any frequency then, the flux density would increase more
rapidly than it would decrease (if y > o)
,
To discuss the polarization properties of the model, it
is necessary to examine the emisslvlty and absorption coeffi-
1^1
clents, e and k. In the two planes of polarization, parallel
and perpendicular to the magnetic field B. The ratios of
these quantities in the two planes are
^i/^ii = (3y + 5)/2 (11-14)
Kj./k„ = (3y + 8)/2 (11-15)
Then,
I„ = (e.. /<« )[1 - exp(-T„ )] (11-16)
Ij. = (e^/K^)[l - exp(-Tj_)] (11-17)
where t„ /k„ d£, Xj^ « fK^di, and I„
,
Ij_ refer to the emit-
ted intensities in the two planes of polarization. If a co-
ordinate system is chosen such that the Stokes parameter U
is zero (also, V is zero in the isotropic case), then
Q = Ij^ - I„ (11-18)
P = |Q/I| = |lj, - I„ 1/(1^ + I„ ) ClI-19)
where P is the degree of polarization. Prom II-14 through
11-19 it can be shown that, for a uniform B field through
the source,
P = (3y + 3)/(3y + 7) and x J. ^ << 1 (11-20)
P = 3/(6y + 13) and x U S, t >> 1 (11-21)
where x is ^^he position angle of the polarized radiation.
Notice that the position angle changes by 90 degrees from the
time when t >> 1 to the later time during expansion when
15
T << 1. Aller pointed out that this shift occurs around the
time when total flux from the outburst is at its maximum val-
ue
.
For typical values of y, ranging from 1 to 2, the above
formulae indicate that degrees of polarization from 60% (op-
tically thin region) to 15% (optically thick region) should
be expected. That these high levels of polarization are not
usually found, as is found by this and other studies (Aller,
1970a;Bignell, 1973; Wardle and Kronberg, 1974; Conway et al.,
197^) points toward a level of complexity in the emission
mechanism not found in this simple model. Putting aside the
minor corrections that would be introduced by considering
different values of Yj there still remain several more impor-
tant effects that can influence the polarization in the expan-
ding source model.
For example, the observed lower degree of polarization
can be explained by changes in the magnetic field orientation
through the source or by Faraday depolarization at longer
wavelengths. In the latter, differential Faraday rotation,
proportional to the square of the wavelength, results in a
reduction in the net polarization as wavelength increases.
Conway et al. (197^) found the depolarization in 46 out of
120 QSS's to be consistent with the Faraday effect due to
thermal electrons within the source (electron densities of
3 X 10"^ to 3 x 10"^ cm~^ and B 10"^ to 10~^ gauss). How-
ever, Wardle and Kronberg (1974) have shown that this pro-
16
cess does not have to dominate in all cases, since some of
their measured sources have a larger degree of polarization
at longer wavelengths.
Aller (1970b) has pointed out that changes with time in
the observed polarization can arise without major alterations
in the distribution of relativistic particles or in the
structure of the magnetic field. If the depth to which the
source is transparent should change, then the region from
which the bulk of polarized flux comes may change. Con-
sequently, if the magnetic field varies with position in the
source, a change in the depth of transparency could produce a
change in the observed polarization.
More complicated time variations in polarization can
occur if multiple simple expanding sources should exist within
one object. If several outbursts were to overlap in time,
the net polarized flux from the whole object could be greater
or smaller than that expected from the algebraic sum of the
sources present. This, of course, vrould depend on the spacing
of the outbursts in time, expansion velocities of the compo-
nents, orientation and strength of the magnetic fields, etc.
With so many parameters, model fitting becomes difficult.
Even neglecting complications concerning polarization
variations, van der Laan's model is probably simpler than the
actual situation in many sources. Kellerman and Pauliny-Toth
(1967) noted that the I966 change in flux density for 3C279
could be explained in terms of a density increase in relativ-
17
Istic particles toward the center of the cloud. Thus, the
outer region could become optically thin while the inner re-
gion was still opaque. Such a density distribution would
be reasonable if particle injection occurred over a period
of time.
Along the same lines, Peterson and Dent (1973) examined
several models for prolonged injection of electrons and came
to the conclusion that models of this type are consistent
with some observations. Specifically, fitting a prolonged
injection model to observations of the I966-I967 radio out-
burst in 3C273, Peterson and Dent were able to account for
the observed amplitudes at 31 GHz and 88 GHz which were an
order of magnitude smaller than the prediction of the simple
model.
18
CHAPTER III
OBSERVATIONS
A. Introduction
As part of an overall goal to observe a variety of ra-
dio sources at a wide range of wavelengths, an observing
program was begun in August 1972 on the 300 foot transit
radio telescope of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
in Green Bank, West Virginia. The observations, made with
a 3 feed (linearly polarized) 11 cm front end box, were in-
tended to provide flux density and linear polarization data
on selected radio sources. Runs of several consecutive 24
hour days of observation spaced at 3 to 4 month intervals
were used to obtain data on flux density and polarization
variations with timescales of several months and on daily
flux variations.
Since the 300 foot telescope is a transit instrument,
it is impossible to track sources for more than a few min-
utes. Thus, the usual technique of following a source while
making polarization measurements was unusable. Instead, a
method compatible with sources drifting through the antenna
beam pattern from east to west had to be employed. A method
was developed that would also make use of special properties
of- the 11 cm front end box.
The 11 cm box consisted of 4 parametric amplifier ra-
diometers, each centered at 2695 MHz with l40 MHz band-
widths and system noise temperatures of approximately 120
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degrees Kelvin (see Table III-l for details). The 4 par-
amps were fed by 3 linearly polarized feeds aligned in
right ascension, with the centered feed (channels 1 and 2)
providing 2 of the paramps with signals polarized in the
north-south and east-west planes. The east (channel 4)
feed accepted polarized signals with a position angle of 45
degrees and the west (channel 3) feed signals with position
angle 135 degrees.
A feature of the 11 cm system was that each feed had
two orthogonal dipoles between which the receiver could be
switched. The more conventional load-switching capability
was also available in each feed. Both functions were used
for these observations. The .combination of channel 4 in
load-switching and channels 1, 2, and 3 in polarization-
switching allowed determination of the total flux S and
Stokes parameters Q' and U' (the usual Stokes parameters
normalized by the total flux) with the reduction procedure
described below.
As a source drifted from east to west through the
three azimuthally-aligned beams, each channel's radiometer
output was a series of antenna temperatures (integration
time: 2 seconds) characteristic of the convolution of the
beam shape with the source brightness distribution. For
point sources the responses were approximately Gaussian
with beamwidths of around 5 minutes of arc. A least-
squares fit of the data from each channel to Gaussians
20
Table III-l
Receiver Details
RP-3dB
Frequencies
(MHz
)
Ch. 1 Ch. 2 Ch. 3 Ch. 4
2750-2610 2750-2610 2750-2610 2750-2610
Receiver Noise
Temperature
(°K)
120 130 127 118
Calibration
Noise Tube
Temperature*
(°K)
4.48 5.20 4.92 5.33
Peed Offset
on Sky
Center Center 10' West 10' East
Position Angle 0 90 135 45
of Peed E-Vector
(degrees)
*Typical values only. Values were different for some
later runs.
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resulted In amplitudes for the Gaussians represented by the
antenna temperatures Ti, T3, T4 discussed in the next sec-
tion. A detailed description of how measured antenna tem-
peratures for the sources from the three feeds were ob-
tained is given later in the chapter.
B, 11 cm Observations and Reduction Theory
Consider a source with total flux S^^^ equal to an un-
polarized flux and polarized flux with position angle
X. Then, in the x-y coordinate system defined in Figure
III-l,
S
= ^ + Sp cos^x (III-l)
Sy = ^ + Sp sin^x (III-2)
(Since the projections of the polarized E field on the x
and y axes are proportional to cosx and sinx, the fluxes
due to the E fields along these axes are proportional to
cos^X and sin^x- ) In the x'-y' coordinate system,
^x'
= r- % - ^) = + + si^2x)
(III-3)
Sy. = 5^ + Sp sin^Cx - ^) = + /(I - sin2x)
(III-4)
The powers measured in the vertical and horizontal dipoles
of the center feed (channels 1 and 2), P^^ and respect-
.
ively, are given by
22
Figure III-l
Coordinate System
y
South
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= °^^2^ + % ^os'x) (III-5)
S
Py = 3(2^ + Sp sin^x) (III-6)
where a and 6 are constants of proportionality that depend
on the efficiency of the antenna and feed to radiation.
Similarly, for the channel 3 pair of dlpoles (position
angle 135°),
S S
^x'
" "^^2^ ^ 2^^^ sin2x)] (III-7)
S S
Py, = C[2^ + 2^(1 - sin2x)] (III-8)
where y and c are constants of proportionality of the same
nature as a and 6.
The powers coming out of the center (polarization-
switched) feed, Pq, the west (polarization-switched) feed,
Py, and the east (load-switched), feed, Pg, are
S
Pq = P^ - Py = (a - 3)2^ + Sp(acos2x - esin^x)
(III-9)
=-
^x' - = - '^i^' - '^'^
s
+ (y + ^2^ sin2x (III-IO)
S S
P3 = e 2^ + e 2^(1 + sin2x) (III-ll)
where e is similar to a, 3, Y, Defining the quantities
p and a as
p E 3/a ; a E c/y
one can write the antenna temperatures observed in channels
2k
1, 3, and 4 (Ti, T3, T,) as
S
kTi E = a(l - p)^ + as (cos^x - psin^x)
(III-12)
S S
kTa E Py = yd - a)^ + Yd - a)^
S
+ y(1 + cj)^ sln2x (III-13)
S S
kT, E Pg = + + sin2x) (III-14)
Rearranging terms and recognizing that a, y, e are related
to the 300 foot antenna's efficiency, which in turn is a
function of the telescope's altitude (and hence, declina-
tion 6) leads to
S S
(ji + Sp cos^x) - p(2^ + Sp sin^x) = fi(6)Ti
(III-15)
+ ^ + / sin2x) - ^ ^ " ^ sin2x)
= f3(6)T3 (III-I6)
S S S
^ + 2^ + ^ sin2x = f^(6)T, (III-17)
where fi(5) 5 ^ ; f,(6) E ^ ; f,(6) e ^ .
u(i y
In order to simplify data reduction, the quantities p
and o were taken to be independent of declination. In real-
ity, there is some variation with declination in the gain
ratios, resulting in a slight instrumental polarization.
Rather than assume a form for p(6) and a(6), correction for
Instrumental polarization was left to a later stage in the
processing when the observations of many objects could be
examined for evidence of this effect.
Equations III-15, III-I6, and III-17 formed the basis
for both the calibration of the system and the computation •
of results for the sources that were observed. Calibration
of the antenna's response to polarized 11 cm radiation re-
quired making measurements with the polarization switching
experimental setup of standard sources over a wide range in
declinations. Prom measurements of Ti, T3, T4 for the
standards (S^, S^, x known), it was possible to obtain val-
ues for p, a, fi(6), f3((S), and fi,(6). (T2, the channel 2
radiometer output and duplicate of Ti, was not used in the
reduction procedure because of continuing equipment prob-
lems that made the channel 2 parametric amplifier several
times noisier than that in channel 1.) This was done in
the following manner.
Because there was only one unknown, fit(6), in equation
III-I7, it was possible to solve for fi^i6) as closely as the
limits of observational error allowed. It was determined
from a least-squares fit of standard sources of known flux
density to a fourth-order polynomial in declination. Lower
order polynomials produced poorer fits to the observations,
as determined from residuals, while the next higher order
polynomial showed no improved fit on the basis of either
residuals or visual inspection. The choice of a fifth-
order polynomial would have produced a curve that was more
assymetrlc about the z.enith than was suggested by the data
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within 25 degrees of the zenith. The fourth-order curve
was more In line with an extrapolation of behavior at lower
declinations. Typically, l80 data points covering declina-
tions from -19 to 80 degrees were used to calibrate an en-
tire observing run.
The situation in equations III-15 and III-16 was dif-
ferent. Here there were two equations in four unknowns and
an iterative procedure was necessary to determine p, a,
fiCfi), and fa (6). For each of these two equations the same
general procedure was followed. For equation III-15, an
Initial guess was made as to the value of p. Then III-15
was solved for fi(5) with a least-squares fit of the data
to a fourth-order polynomial in declination, as was done
with f ^ (6) .
The fi(6) so determined was then used to calculate a
better value of p. The equation used came from manipulat-
ing III-15 into III-l8e as follows:
S S
fi(6)Ti = + Sp cos^x) - P(2^ + Sp sin^x)
(III-15)
fi(6)Ti = ^^-^S^ + (cos'x - Psin'x)Sp (III-l8a)
^,(6)T: = + ^L^.cos2x. p i - ^-^^^ ^S^
(III-l8b)
2fi(6)Ti = (1 - p)(S^ + Sp) + (1 + p)Sp cos2x
ClII-l8c)
(1 - P) + (1 + p)?Ft^) (Ill-l8d)
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S cos2y
XS^^) U -H pJiS^ + Sp) = (Ill-I8e)
For each observation of a polarization standard (S
u *
Sp, and X known), the Initial guess of p and the resultant
fi(6) were used In III-l8e to compute a value for the quan-
^ity
p + 1*
This quantity was averaged over all standard
source polarization observations to produce a better value
of p, which was then fed back into III-15 for a new evalua-
tion of fi(6). Iteration was continued until convergence,
defined as successive values of p being no more than 1 part
in 1000 different, was achieved.
As will be shown later (equations III-23 and III-24),
the determination of the Stokes parameters Q' and U' for
the unknowns required evaluation of the expressions P
~
0-1 ^
and jTjT^j and it was for this reason that these quanti-
ties, rather than p and a were solved for in the iteration.
The solution for the equation III-16 was somewhat dif-
ferent. It was apparent from examining the data that fa (5)
was almost constant with declination in the interval from 0
to 60 degrees, where most of the primary polarization stan-
dards were located (see Figure III-2). Thus, equation III-
l6 was essentially one equation in two unknowns (a and fa (6)
= constant), lacked a unique solution, and would not con-
verge. But by assuming values for a from 1.05 to 1.15 and
calculating for each a the RMS deviation of the least-
squares fit polynomial f3('5), it was found that best fits
(using minimum RMS as a criterion) were obtained when a was
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approximately 1.10 ± .02. So an initial value of a = 1.0975
(the average of early estimates of the best a for 5 runs in
1973) was assumed, and the iterative process used with III-
15 was employed through 5 iterations with III-16. After sec-
ondary standards were added at very low declinations (6 < 0)
in the region where fa (6) was not a constant, a did show con-
vergence. In summary, the values of a and p chosen gave
good empirical fits to the observations.
As with f^(6), both fi(6) and fz{6) were taken to be
fourth-order polynomials for essentially the same reasons.
The curvature of fi(6) or fa (-(5) for 6 <_ -10° could not have
been accurately represented by a lower order polynomial. The
scatter about the fitted curves were determined for later use
in error propagation. Figure III-2 and Table III-2 show gain
curves for a typical run and values for the feed parameters
for each run. The functions fit(6) and fa (6) were of the same
general shape: a broad maximum between 10 and 60 degrees de-
clination, with reduced gain at lower and higher declinations.
This effect was caused by gravity as it deformed the tele-
scope's reflective surface at low elevations.
The curves fu(6), fa (6), and fi(6) described different
characteristics of the 300 foot antenna. f«+(6) measured the
change in antenna efficiency with declination, decreasing at
low elevations due to gravity induced changes in the focal
point. fi(6) and faCtS), however, measured the changes in
response of the antenna to polarized radiation as a func-
tion of declination. Gravitational loading of the 300 foot
Table III-2
Calibration Parameters
8-30-72
1- 11-73
4- 3-73
5- 25-73
8-17-73
11-14-73
2- 25-74
6-26-74
11-22-74
2-27-75
6-10-75
8-16-75
P
1.0348 ± 0009
1.0423 ± 0007
1.0379 ± 0009
1.0385 ± 0009
1.0388 ± 0007
1.0385 ± 0009
1.0344 ± 0010
1.0502 ± 0010
1.0496 ± 0013
1.0482 ± 0012
1.0405 ± 0007
a
1.0983 ± 0004
1.1007 ± 0004
1.0982 ± 0004
1.0956 ± 0004
1.0971 ± 0003
1.1088 ± 0003
1.1028 ± 0004
1.1016 ± 0006
1.1000 ± 0007
1.0998 ± 0007
1.1010 ± 0004
Averages 1.0412 ± 0017 1.1004 ± 0011
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reflective surface made the telescope's efficiency to radi-
ation polarized in the north-south plane about 4f» greater
than the efficiency to radiation polarized in the east-west
plane. fi(6), associated with the center feed (polariza-
tion-switching between dipoles aligned north-south and east-
west), was especially sensitive to this astigmatism. fjCfi),
associated with the feed 10' west of the center feed (polar-
ization-switching between dipoles aligned with position ang-
les 45° and 135°) was less sensitive to the astigmatism be-
cause both dipoles were affected equally (to first order).
Only at low elevations did fa (6) depart significantly from
a constant.
Having obtained a, p, fi(6), f3(6), and fj6), all that
remained was to solve III-15 through III-17 in terms of
these parameters and the measured antenna temperatures for
^tot' ^* "^^^^ done by rewriting III-15 through
III-17 as
(III-19)
2f3(6)T3 = (1 - a)(S^ + Sp) + (1 + a)Sp sin2x
(III-20)
2f^(6)T, = (S^ + Sp) + Sp sin2x (III-21)
Combining III-20 and III-21 led to
Stot
= S
u
+ S,
P
0 + 1
a
f,(6)T, - ^f3(<S)T3
(III-22)
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Then (S^ + Sp) in III-22 was substituted in III-19 and III-
20 leading to
_
S^cos2x
g
S sln2Y
, , ,
s
"
S + S =
100(Q'2 + u'2)^/2 (III-25)
u p
X = I TAN"^ (U'/Q' ) (III-26)
Equations III-22 through III-26 were then used to deter-
mine for each source observation the total flux, S , the
t ot
'
polarized flux, S^, the normalized Stokes parameters, Q' and U',
the degrees of polarization, m, and the position angle, x-
Standard techniques for propagating errors through the equa-
tions led to expressions for S^^^, AQ' , and AU ' in terms of
errors in the observed antenna temperatures and in the call-,
bratlon results.
An attempt was made to use as many standard objects as
possible in calibrating the system. Standards were chosen
from the literature to give maximum coverage over the range of
declinations observed. Table III-3 shows the standards chosen
along with their original values and literature references
(for primary standards) and final adjusted values for all. The
total number used was 84: 75 for calibrating the load-switch-
ing channel and 55 of the 84 for the polarization-switched
channels. This difference in number was due to the fact that
there were many more published values of source flux densities
without polarization data than there were sources with com-
plete information available. Since most radio sources pos-
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sess low degrees of polarization, it was decided to take
the available flux density information for all sources in
the list of primary standards, assume zero polarization for
sources lacking polarization information, and accept the
scatter resulting from underestimating some of the sources'
polarized fluxes. Examination of equation III-l? indicated
that such a procedure would underestimate the values
by an amount ranging from zero to twice the standard sour-
ce's true degree of polarization. Only one third of the
standards used to determine f^(6) fell into this category,
and they were distributed uniformly in declination being
intermixed with twice as many standards of known polariza-
tion properties. In addition, most of them had total flux-
es under 2 Jy and degrees of polarization under 3 per cent.
As a result, the effect of the underestimation was inconse-
quential. Thus, there were more points at more declina-
tions for a better determination of f^(6) through this ap-
proximation, and even with the uncertainty, the scatter of
points about the fi» polynomial was several times smaller
than the scatters associated with the other two gain func-
tions .
The large number of standards was also helpful in cal-
ibrating channels 1 and 3 because of the significant scat-
ter in the points that initially defined those two calibra-
tion curves. The scatter was due to two factors. First,
random errors due to noise introduced an uncertainty in Ti
and hence the determination of the calibration curves.
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Secondly, there were systematic deviations from the least
square calibration curve shape for groups of points repre-
senting several measurements of the same source. These de-
viations of groups of points indicated inaccuracies in the
polarization values measured and published by other inves-
tigators and used as primary standards in this study.
While the first source of scatter was unavoidable, the sec-
ond could be minimized by using as many primary standards
as possible to determine the initial calibration curves and
then using those curves to revise measurements of the stan-
dard sources into a self-consistent set. Because of a
scarcity of standard sources in some declination intervals,
it was necessary to include as standards some sources known
to be variable at higher frequencies but with published po-
larization measurements during the time of this study. If
some of these standard sources varied in polarization from
run to run, their variations would have been small enough
not to affect any run's calibration curves significantly.
One of the standard sources known to be flux density vari-
able (and hence used just for polarization calibration),
3C454.3, showed polarization variations of 1 per cent in m
around a mean of 6 percent. This variation did not affect
the calibration significantly, however, because of the con-
stant polarization standards at adjoining declinations
(3C245 and 0518+16) and the high degree of constant polari-
zation in 3C454.3, itself. The other flux density varia-
bles used for polarization calibration generally varied by
Ho
no more than 0.5 per cent in m and 10 degrees in x about
mean values, variations only slightly above the noise level.
Analysis of the final values for the flux densities of
the other primary standards over the 2.5 years of observa-
tion indicated possible flux density variations in six of
the sources. Four (3C78, II5O+49, 3C287, and 3C433) showed
only marginal evidence of variability while two (3C395 and
2209+08) were probably variable.
The flux densities of several other sources at decli-
nations near 3C395 (6 = 32°) and 2209+08 (6=8°) showed no
variations. This eliminated the possibility that a time
dependent calibration curve (resulting from the use of var-
iables as standards) had introduced spurious variations in
radio sources that were actually constant. The use of a
large number of flux standards had eliminated the effects
of the few variables.
The primary standard source 3Cl6l, although constant
in flux and position angle, showed evidence of 4 per cent
variation in m about a mean value of 10.5 per cent over the
2.5 years of observations. Once again, measurements of
sources with similar declinations were examined to deter-
mine whether or not the polarization variations of 3Cl6l
had affected the calibration curves and produced spurious
poiarization variations. The conclusion was that 3Cl6l
had not affected the curves.
The revision of primary standard values to a self-con-
sistent set was done by using the original values as stan-
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dard values for five runs in 1973 and averaging the output
of the reduction procedure for each source over all five
runs. These revised values were then used as standards and
the process repeated. After two more iterations, the stan-
dard values stopped changing and were adopted as the perma-
nent set of primary standards.
The differences between the original and final values
of Q' and U' for the primary sources were randomly scattered
about 0 with
^^original " ^final^^^^^^^e = .0016 ± .0022
and
^Ciginal - Ufinal^^^^^^S^ = -'^^^^ ^
Using these primaries, the entire 2.5 years of data were
reduced and inspected. The flux and polarization proper-
ties of sources that showed little evidence of variation
were averaged over the accumulated runs. These sources
were then combined with the primary standards to provide
even better definition of the calibration curves. Thus,
the 51 primary standards were augmented by 33 secondary
standards
.
The difference between the initial values of the sec-
ondary standards and their final values (averaged over all
of the runs) agreed to within the expected accuracy of the
measurements. In other words, the addition of the second-
ary standards did not significantly alter the calibration
of the system, but instead served to strengthen it. Two of
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the secondary standards (0256+07 and O906+OI) showed mar-
ginal evidence of flux density variability, but as for
the primary standard possible variables, there was no
evidence that their variations had. introduced spurious
variations into constant sources. Chapter 4 will discuss
these two sources more fully.
The second source of scatter in the calibration
curves, removed through the above revision procedure, was
important in determining the absolute error in this study's
measurements. But it was only the irremovable observa-
tional errors that were important within the framework of
the revised set of standards. Both sources of error will
be discussed in the next chapter.
C. Data Reduction
Because of the relatively large amounts of observing
time available in a seven day run, source selection was
less restricted than it might have been. In 24 hours of
observing I30 or so sources could be observed, so not only
could sources known to be variable at shorter wavelengths
be included, but also those with peculiar spectra, those
suspected of being variable, and some about which nothing
was known. Interspersed with these radio sources were the
standard sources. In all, there were about 230 different
sources observed. Because the 300 foot telescope is a
transit instrument and cannot track sources for long, it
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was necessary to let them drift through the three beams.
Since two highly desirable sources may have similar right
ascensions (e.g., 3C273 and 3C274), and since the telescope
can change declinations no faster than 10 degrees per min-
ute, it was necessary to observe all of the sources in two
consecutive 24 hour periods. While many of the sources
were the same in the two 24 hours, some appeared in only
one of the two periods. This 48 hour cycle was repeated
throughout the observing run. Between source measurements
were noise tube firings used to calibrate the source an-
tenna temperatures.
The 300 foot antenna is highly automated in that for
each source one need only type LST times corresponding to
the start and stop times of observation and the source's
declination (as well as parameters relating to the noise
tube firings, feed box rotation, etc.) into the ddp-ll6
computer. A deck of cards covering observations for the
full 48 hours was punched up and fed into the computer.
The data processing was performed at the University of
Massachusetts Research Computing Center, initially on a CDC
3800, and finally on a CDC Cyber 7000 series computer. The
processing took place in three stages.
Stage I performed the initial task of converting the
telescope scans into antenna temperatures for each of the
radiometer channels. As a source drifted through each of
the three beams, the radiometer output was a series of an-
tenna temperatui'es characteristic of a convolution of the
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beam shape with the source brightness distribution. For a
point source the convolution resulted in an approximately
Gaussian distribution of antenna temperatures during the
drift through the beam with a half-width characteristic of
the beam itself. For an extended source with Gaussian
brightness distribution, the resultant Gaussian had a some-
what larger half-width. For each drift scan, the first
stage reduction program fit a least-squares Gaussian to the
data in each of the four channels. The first Gaussian fit
was to the data in channel 4, the load-switched feed. The
output of the subroutine included the Gaussian amplitude,
peak position, half-width, and rms noise. Since the other
three channels were polarization-switched, and hence would
have Gaussians of much smaller amplitude than channel 4,
the peak position of the channel 4 Gaussian was combined
with the measured separation of the three feeds and the
computed half-width of the channel 4 beam to provide an ed-
ucated first guess as to the location of the Gaussian peaks
in the polarization-switched channels. This was especially
important in nearly unpolarized, weak sources, where the
iterative process in the least-squares Gaussian subroutine
would not converge without a good initial choice of the
best peak position. It was found through analysis of com-
puter-generated artificial observations that the Gaussian
fitting subroutine tended to overestimate the amplitudes of
drift scans by up to 5 per cent when the signal to noise
ratio was less chan 4. Because only a few observations
^5
fell into this category, and because hand reduction of
those scans would have led to equally large uncertainties
in the scan amplitudes, only total flux densities for these
sources will be presented.
The output for each scan was a printed summary of all
the data in each channel and the parameters found from the
least-squares fit: Gaussian amplitude and peak position,
half-width, base level, and rms noise. The above data for
all four channels was also punched on two computer cards
for use in the next stage of processing. A week's run usu-
ally produced a box of roughly 2000 cards. One of the two
computer cards per scan had the scan number, source name,
sidereal time of observation, apparent declination, and the
four channel peak temperatures plus errors. The other card
contained data on the Gaussian .half-width for channel 4
plus the peak positions for all 4 channels. Because of the
small amplitudes of the sources in the polarization-switched
channels, greater accuracy was obtained if one used the
half-width in the load-switched channel as the half-width
in channels 1, 2, 3. Thus, in the polarization-switched
Gaussians, the only variable parameters were amplitude and
peak position.
The data on the second card of each scan, while of no
immediate use in the next stage of reduction, was valuable
in two regards. First, the peak position data for the
three feeds showed close (although not perfect) agreement
to what one would expect from the geometry of the three
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feeds. This was important In deciding to leave peak posi-
tion a variable parameter during the least-squares fitting
process. Secondly, the half-width from channel 4 of each
source's scan provided a means of making later corrections
to the data for sources that were extended.
While most of the sources in the program were point
sources with respect to the 5 arcminutes beam, a few were
somewhat extended. A source size correction factor (see
Dent and Haddock, 1966), defined as
R R.
^s = B-bT (III-27)
a 6
where R^, R^ are response widths in a, 5
B^, B^ are beamwidths of the telescope in a , 6 was
calculated for the extended sources. This was done by
plotting the non-extended sources' response widths (aver-
aged over 5 runs) against declination and fitting an equa-
tion of the form
B^ = a*sec(Z) + b*sec^Z) + c*sec3(Z)
where Z is the zenith distance
to the points (see Figure III-3). This line was then taken
as representing the channel 4 beamwidth in right ascension as
a function of declination and was not a constant because the
dish deforms ast igmat ically . The squared ratio of R^^/B^ was
'
taken to be the best estimate of source size the source size
correction factor since the response widths in declination
could not be measured. All values of C less than or equal
s
to 1.050 were set equal to 1.000 to take into account
^7
Figure III-3
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the noise in the determination of ( 6 ) and Ra . These
source size correction factors may be off by up to a factor
of or- more. Still, only 30 out of l60 sources were
found to have significant C^'s (see Table III-4 for sources
with > 1), and even should these be in error, that error
will only affect the absolute value of the source's flux
density. The per cent polarization and position angle, as
well as the normalized Stokes parameters Q' and U', will be
independent of C^; and even though flux density comparisons
with other works may be troubled by inconsistent C 's,
s
'
searches from run to run of this program for flux density
and polarization variations will not be hindered. Hence,
the errors in the determination of C 's, typically three
per cent internal error, were not included in the error
propagation for any of the polarization properties measured.
They will only be included in the absolute error.
Having obtained computer card output on the peak an-
tenna temperatures for all four channels for each source
measurement in a run, the next stage was to calculate flux
density and polarization data from the observations. This
was done by making two passes through the data. The first
pass searched through the data for all observations of the
standard objects and computed calibration constants p and a
anrd calibration curves fi(6), faCS), and f4(6)(see equations
III-19 through III-21). The second pass through the data
computed flux density .and polarization properties for all
Table 111-4
Source Size Corrections for Extended Objects
Source 6(1950) c
s
1. 1140008+^4 0 )i Ji
3C10 D J . 9 2.672
oo48-nQ\j \j ~ \j^ \j ^ Q P 1. 102
0202-17 — 17 9
-L 1 • J 1.230
3C78 1 . Ooo
0325+02 n 0 n Q
^Cl'^6 1 P ii Q 2^. 272
3C144 p p n 1 . HlD
^Cl4'S
_J V J. ^ 1.400
0703+42 (4042 2"^) ilp 1 0 v Q
0859-14 -14 r 1 n n )i1 . uy 4
1 . U 0 0
0Q^2+02 P ^ 1 0 0
^C2^4 p Q n ± , uoy
3C246 9.0 1 1 7n
1106+^7 C4C^7 2Q') ^7 . 9 1 1 "^6"
-1-
. J- J <j
12 7 X . X u ^
1^06-OQ -9.6 1 07^
] ?17-00
-L J X ( \J \J -0 6 1 ^ of)
-L "
_J
"
' W ^ 3.6 1 l4?
1 p noX . (1 u
MI7 -16.2 2.025
3C390.3 79.7 1.054
3C391
.
-1.0 1.602
3C,405 40.6 1.188
2008-06 (OWOI5) -6.9 1.057
2216-03 -3.8 1.089
2243-12 (OY-172.6) -12.4 1.067
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sources
.
After all of the runs have been processed and the
results written on a magnetic tape, the third stage pro-
gram accumulates all the measurements for a source made
in all the runs, sorts them out into groups of points
made in each run, calculates average values of flux den-
sity Q', U', vector averages of the per cent polariza-
tion and position angle, and overall averages of all of
these quantities for all the runs. The results for each
source are printed out along with small graphs.
After the preliminary data reduction described above
had been completed, a search was made for possible system-
atic polarization effects in the measured Q' and U' values
for the sources. This was done by taking all essentially
unpolarized sources (with m <_ 1^), averaging their Q' and
U' values, respectively, over 10 degree intervals in decli-
nation. A graph (see Figure ) showed systematic vari-
ations in the Q' and U' Stokes parameter of weakly polarized
sources (m <_ 1%) with declination. This effect was a com-
bination of the antenna's instrumental polarization and the
failure to define the polarization channel gain curves ac-
curately enough. More polarization standards would have
better defined the actual shapes of the gain curves and re-
sulted in more accurate fourth-order polynomial approxima-
tions to the actual behavior of the telescope. Secondly,
the fourth-order polynomials used were never considered to
0.010
0.005 "
0.000
-0.005 "
-0.010
SYSTEMATIC POLflRIZflTION IN
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be more than approximations to the true gain functions.
Polynomials of any order have a degree of inflexibility
that is only reduced by moving to higher order polynomials,
and the scatter in the calibration data did not justify
this. Curves of the form
A + B sin(C6 + E)
were fit to the data points and were used to remove this
residual source of systematic polarization.
The observational difficulties encountered in taking
the data were relatively minor. Pointing, a source of con-
cern in large telescopes at short wavelengths (e.g., the
2 cm work at the Haystack Observatory) was not as critical
in the 11 cm program, because the 300 foot telescope beam-
width at 11 cm is nearly 5 arcminutes. Positions for most
of the sources in the program were known to 10" - 20" and
some were much better (VLBI positions), resulting in negli-
gible contribution to pointing error. Systematic devia-
tions from the standard telescope pointing curve of up to
40 arcseconds (a function of declination) were calibrated
out of the observations since they were combined with the
aperture efficiency changes in the calculation of fit(6),
fa (6), and fi(6). Lastly, as examination of equations
III-23 through III-26 shows, pointing errors did not affect
the computation of the quantities Q' , U', m, and x- As a
result a minimum of time was spent in making pointing
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checks. Only enough information was gathered to determine
that the pointing was not grossly in error.
Electronic equipment problems were minimal. The only
continuing difficulty has been that the channel 2 paramp
was roughly twice as noisy as the channel 1 paramp and would
occasionally go into oscillations requiring the adjustment
of its power supply. However, since channel 2 was a mirror
image of channel 1, no essential data was lost.
Weather was also a minor problem at 11 cm. The big-
gest concern was gusting wind acting as a source of random
pointing errors. The only recourse during high winds was
to stop observing, and, during occasional gusting weather,
to make enough measurements of each source in a week's ob-
serving run so that a deviant point would be obvious and
could be rejected. At 11 cm infrequent rain and snow posed
few problems.
The first observing run in this program was conducted
in August 1972. Difficulties in setting up the polariza-
tion-switching radiometers at the time resulted in only ac-
quiring useful data from Lhe channel 4 (load-switching) ra-
diometer. For each source observed during that and subse-
quent runs averaged polarization properties from this pro-
gram's 2.5 years of measurements were combined with the
channel 4 data to produce total fluxes from the August 1972
data.
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D. Error Determination
Errors were determined for each measurement of S
tot
'
Q», and U' within a run by taking the measured errors in Ti,
T3, and Th, combining them with the uncertainties in fi(6),
f3(6), f4(6), a and p, and then using equations III-22
through III-24 to propagate these original errors into
^^tot' ^"^^ measurements of a source in a
given run, the average internal error was computed, as well
as the standard deviation about the mean for S 0' andtot » ^ '
U'
.
Because many sources were not observed more than three
times in a run, and because the standard deviation deter-
mined from three points or less was not statistically mean-
ingful, empirical formulae were devised for AS , AQ' , and
AU' for sources with fewer than four measurements in a run.
This was done by examining the errors in the determination
of S^^^, Q'
, and U' for sources with four or more individual
measurements whose flux densities and declinations covered a
wide range. The formulae developed were
+ 2.8 X lO'^'z'S^^^] (III-28)
(AQ')' = ^[(^^)' + (. 005)'] (III-29)
tot
(AU')' = |[(^^)' + (.002 )2] (III-30)
tot
where N is the number of measurements
z is the zenith distance of the source
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AS^^^ is in units of Janskys
AQ' is dimensionless
AU' is dimensionless
The first term in III-28 represented the contribution
of noise in the radiometer to the uncertainty in S andtot
was independent of source strength. The second term des-
cribed the uncertainty due to receiver or antenna gain chan-
ges and was a constant percentage of the total flux. The
third term in III-28 described a contribution to the error
in S^^^ that was zenith distance (hence, declination) de-
pendent, and was a variable percentage of the total flux.
The term arose from pointing errors that became more ser-
ious as zenith distance increased. At large zenith distan-
ces this term dominated the error. The term stemmed from
the response of the antenna gain to a pointing error Ax:
S ^ = S, exp[-2.77(^)^] (III-31)measured true ^ ' ' ' B
where B is the half-power beamwidth of the antenna
S J J S, are the measured and truemeasured' true
flux densities of a point
source
So, for Ax << B,
S - S
AS
_
measured true ^
^ ^^(^21)2 (III-32)
^
~
^true *
^
(^)S^ , ^. - (Ax)2 (III-33)pointing
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Since pointing corrections for the 300 foot telescope
varied quadratically with zenith distance, it was reasonable
to suppose that errors in pointing varied with z^ Thus
(^)^
pointing " (III-34)
Using strong sources at several zenith distances, rough
agreement with a z** dependence was found.
For sources with fewer than four measurements in a run,
equation III-28 was used to estimate AS . While the error
in flux density may have been worse for some sources due to
special problems (baseline difficulties, large pointing er-
rors, noise tube calibration inaccuracies, etc.), III-28 re-
presented the uncertainty in S^^^ more accurately than would
the scatter in one to three points. The computed standard
deviation of the mean was used Tor sources with four or more
measurements in a run.
The forms of equations III-29 and III-30 were similar.
In each, the error was the sum of two quadratically-added
terms: one was a constant percentage of S^^^ resulting from
gain fluctuations, and the other term was the contribution
of receiver noise. A term due to systematic pointing errors
was not necessary, since U' and Q' were independent of small
positional inaccuracies. For N < 4 equations III-29 and III-
30 were used to represent the error in Q' and U' for a run.
For N >_ 4, the computed scatter itself was used. The one
chosen was then compared against the average internal error.
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and the larger of the two taken as representing the uncer-
tainty In Q' and U' for a source In a given run. The errors
AQ' and AU' were then used to determine the errors In the
degree of polarization and In the position angle.
The absolute error In the measurements of for atot
given source depended on two quantities: the flux density
scale chosen and the uncertainty in C^. Most of the primary
flux density standards were taken from an 11 cm survey by
Kellerman, Pauliny-Toth, and Tyler (1968) that was part of a
flux density scale defined by Kellerman, Pauliny-Toth, and
Williams (1969). When their values were adjusted slightly
to form a self-consistent set of calibrators along with flux
standards from other references, the flux density scale may
have changed slightly, although it remained within 2 to 3
percent of that defined by Kellerman et al. In any case, a
difference in scales would not affect the measurement of
variability since it was systematic. In the calculation of
radio spectra, this uncertainty added a 2 to 3 percent error
in their determinations. As noted earlier, the calculated
source size corrections (C 's) may be in error by up to a
s
factor of yJC or more, and so the flux density measurements
3
would also be off by the same amount. Thus, such sources'
11 cm flux densities must be used cautiously in the determi-
nation of spectra.
Before discussing the 11 cm observations in the next
chapter, their reliability should be examined briefly. Care
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has been taken In reducing the twelve runs to minimize the
possibility of systematic effects. The errors in S b'
tot' ^ '
and U' for individual measurements, averages for a single
run, and averages over all runs have been carefully estima-
ted to take into account all known sources of error. Exam-
ination of the final values for S^^^ and U' show no sign of
being biased by effects of an unexplained nature. However,
the Q' values for some sources with declinations less than
zero suggest the possibility of calibration problems in the
center, polarization-switched feed. This has manifested
itself in the similar time variations in m and x for sev-
eral sources at low declinations (0405-12, 0727-11, 151O-O8,
3C446, and 2243-12). While coincidences do happen, and al-
though several sources at similar declinations do not share
the same form of temporal variations, it would be prudent
to keep in mind the possibility of systematic effects when
examining the polarization behavior of the above sources.
E. 1.9 and 3.8 cm Observations
In order to investigate the nature of variable radio
sources, it is necessary to have observations during roughly
the same time period at as many wavelengths as possible.
The 11 cm data discussed earlier in this chapter was com-
bined with work done at the Haystack Radio Observatory at
1.9 and 3.8 cm to provide wider frequency coverage of a num-
ber of radio sources.
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The description below of the Haystack observations and
procedures can be found in greater detail elsewhere (Dent
and Kojoian, 1972; Dent, Kapitzky, and Kojoian, 1974). The
program was begun by W. Dent in 1968 and supported later by
G. Kojoian and the author. Because of the experimental set-
up at the 120 foot Haystack antenna, and more limited time
available for a run, only a much smaller sample of radio
sources could be observed in a typical 24 hour run. The
number varied from a few dozen up to 60 or 70, depending
upon weather conditions and equipment problems. Because of
the time limitation, only flux densities were measured. At
1.9 cm a radiometer with a 2 GHz bandwidth and a system
noise tem.perature of approximately 1000 degrees Kelvin was
used. Observations were made with a l6 second integration
period by a technique in which the radio source was alter-
nated between two azimuthally aligned feeds. At 3.8 cm a
paramp radiometer with 20 MHz bandwidth and system noise
temperature of 150 degrees Kelvin was used. Observations
were again made with a l6 second integration period, but at
this wavelength only one circularly polarized feed was av-
ailable. At 3.8 cm a complete measurement of a source con-
sisted of several on-source, off-source sequences (or on-
source, on-source sequences at 1.9 cm), the number depend-
ing on the strength of the source.
The major sources of error with the Haystack telescope
were due to pointing and thermal effects. At 1.9 cm the
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Haystack beamwidth was 2.2 arcmlnutes. A .25 arcmlnute
error in pointing would result in a drop in signal strength
of 3.5 per cent. Changes in the pointing by that much were •
observed, so it was necessary to make pointing checks on
every strong source before measurement of the flux density.
Sources too weak for reliable pointing checks were sand-
wiched in between strong sources and assumed pointing cor-
rections used. At 3.8 cm the beam was twice as large,
while the pointing errors remained the same size. So at
the longer wavelength pointing was less critical by a fac-
tor of 4.
Prom experience it has been found that the telescope's
efficiency was not only a function of elevation, but also of
temperature on the dish itself. Changes in the efficiency
of 12 per cent at 1.9 cm were not uncommon over a 12 hour
period running from before sunrise to early afternoon. This
effect was calibrated by taking frequent measurements of stan-
dard sources (DR21, 3C274, 3C123) as a means of checking on
the temporal stability of the antenna efficiency.
Data reduction was a two stage process in which the
observed antenna temperatures were punched on computer
cards after the raw strings of on-source, off-source temp-
eratures have been subtracted and averaged together. This
pufiched output was next used as the input to a program that
ran through the observations searching for measurements of
standard objects. Using these standards as calibrators,
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the source antenna temperatures were converted into flux
densities. Observations up to 1973.0 at 1.9 cm (Dent,
Kapitzky, and Kojoian, 1974) and up to 1971.6 at 3.8 cm
(Dent and Kojoian, 1972) have been published. The graphs
in Chapter IV of flux density variations at several fre-
quencies include both the published observations and data
yet to be published. Editing has not been completed on
the unpublished observations presented graphically.
P. 9.6 mm Observations
The 9.6 mm (31.4 GHz) observations to be presented
graphically in Chapter IV were taken by William A. Dent and
Robert W. Hobbs on the 36 foot millimeter wave radio tele-
scope of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory located on
Kitt Peak in Arizona. A brief summary of their observing
procedure follows. More details can be found elsewhere
(Dent and Hobbs, 1973).
The 31.4 GHz radiometer had a noise temperature of
1100°K and a 400 MHz bandwidth. The radiometer input was
switched between two orthogonal linearly polarized horns 50
times a second. The two horns, separated in azimuth by 9'
25", were alternately pointed at the source for 30 seconds.
About 20 such integrations were combined into a typical
measurement. Corrections were made for atmospheric attenu-
ation and close attention was paid both to possible antenna
pointing errors and to thermal effects in the dish. Flux
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density calibration was relative to the galactic thermal
source DR21.
Observations from 1970.0 to 1972.5 have been published
(Dent and Hobbs, 1973). The observations since 1972.5 are
as yet unpublished and not entirely edited. They have been
made available with the kind permission of Drs
. Dent and
Hobbs.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
A. Flux Density Variability
As an objective criterion for whether or not a radio
source showed flux density variations, a variability Index
was developed. It was defined as the ratio of the standard
deviation about the mean flux density (averaged over all
runs) to the average scatter for a run (also averaged over
all runs). For a nonvarlable source this ratio would Ideally
be 1.0, and for a variable source It would be greater than 1.
However, examination of the variability index (henceforth re-
ferred to as n) for a wide selection of sources believed to
be constant revealed an average n of 1.3 with a standard de-
viation about the mean of 0.1 and the error bar for a single
point of ±0.4. Known flux density variables showed much lar-
ger n's. The discrepancy between 1.0 and 1.3 may be due to
statistical fluctuations, or it could additionally reflect an
underestimation in the calculation of the errors for sources
in a given run when N < 4. If the latter is true, then the
area of underestimation is probably in the error contribution
from gain changes or pointing errors. It was decided to con-
sider a source variable if n > 2.30. For all sources, the
mean quantities (averaged over all runs) S"^q^±AS^^^, m±Am,
X±Ax, the number of points used to calculate the mean flux
density and polarization properties, N and N , and n were
s p
6H
tabulated (see Table IV-1). For sources with n > 2.30,
listings of the same quantities for each run are given in
Appendix I. The quantities S^^^, i, and x for each run were
also plotted as functions of time, as were the flux density
measurements made at the Haystack Observatory (7.9 and I5.5
GHz) and at Kltt Peak (31.4 GHz) for sources common to all
observing programs. The graphs appear in Appendix II. Some
sources with n
_< 2.30 were tabulated and graphed if measure-
ments at higher frequencies suggested variability.
The average values shown in Table IV-1 were computed in
the following manner. Values of S^^^ for each run were av-
eraged together in the usual way, with the error taken to be
the standard deviation about the mean. To determine the av-
erage m and Xj the Q' and U' values were averaged over all
runs and combined to produce mean values with their standard
deviations. These were then used in equations III-25 and
III-26 to calculate m , , and x , Wardle andobserved '^observed
Kronberg (197^) have pointed out that observed degrees of
polarization tend to be overestimated, because the noise
adds vectorially to the polarized flux. So, for a large
sample of measurements, a corrected degree of polarization
can be computed:
"^corrected = ^bserved^^l " ^^"^/%b served ^ '
^
'
(IV-1)
The error in x becomes
AX = Am/ (25^,3^^^^^) (IV-2)
Table IV-1
Average Flux Density and Polarization Values for Pro
Sources
Source S AS m Am X Ax NS NP * 1
U U U J.T J. ( • P7 . u u 0 n 1 . U D 0 . 4 n )i9 .
4
11 10
U U T u ~ u y JL . 7 n 07 h. n 00.7 5 .
2
12 11 4.8
"w* X w vJ 1 \J _L :3J • P Q n p p. c. TIT 7111 . 3
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12 10 0 ,
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0
48 nn Q ^
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1 9
-L J n p il . 1 . U f . 9 11 1 . 0
J W W 1 21 n n n 1 P "5 "5 il Q 7 i. d ±U 11 . y
J J J ' J ^
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Jj • 1 ^-L J n4 P p Qil /I P '3 1 d 11 •D Jl
P 'X ^J J 1 pa J. £1 P c: il 1 7 P 1 ll nH . 1 1 £: 11 10.3
111 X vr\w X ^ u I? • u u n R P R p 1 n Q nX U 3 . U 1 Q1
. y X £1 11 d . U
P^
•
^7
. U J • J -1 1 8 RX X u . ^ 1 n 4X X . H H PX £1 XX 1 ilX . H
nil PD-m
-L • 1 7 n 1 p ^ P 8 P c: P 8ll . 0 1 PX d 11 0 1d . 1
J O -L U « 7 ^ p p p p 1. X 1 Q X d 11
oiiiio-nn ^ • S7 08 1. X 47 8 p n 1 pX £. X X P
0458-02 1
.
87 . 05 . 9 • ^ 164 .
3
18.9 11 9 4 .
6
3C136.1 2. 95 .01 14.6 .5 174.1 1.0 11 10 1.7
3C140 46 . 01 1.0 2.5 81.1 26.6 5 5 .4
0552+39 3. 84 .03 .1 . 2 89.2 25.9 12 11 3.1
0605-08 3. 43 . 10 .5 .2 42.7 12.3 12 11 4.2
0607-15 1. 82 .08 .9 .4 59.2 11.8 12 11 4.1
0621+32 1. 01 . 01 2.2 .3 90.5 4.3 10 9 .7
3C161 10. 97 .09 10.5 .7 177.0 2.0 11 10 1.6
0628+19 • 71 . 01 4.3 . 2 138.4 1.3 10 9 1.3
0723-00 2. 07 .07 2.8 . 2 120. 5 2.4 12 11 7.8
0727-11 3. 07 .12 0.0 .6 154.7 31.7 12 10 6.8
0735+17 2. 07 .08 2.0 .4 60.0 5.3 11 10 8.0
0736+01 1. 90 .03 5.2 . 2 83.4 1.2 12 10 3.0
3C188 44 .00 9.8 .8 112.7 2.4 12 11 .7
0820+22 c . 04 . 01 1.7 .3 25.5 4.5 12 11 1.4
0831+55 7. 54 . 02 . 0 .1 86.7 24.4 12 11 .9
0839+18 1. 27 . 01 4.1 .5 155.9 3.2 11 10 1.2
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Table IV-1 (Continued)
Sourc e S AS m Am
n T 0 ft 7 3 • 15 -I ii. 14 A ll2 .
4
1 .3
3
.
02 . 04 4.3 . 2
5 03 . 03
-1 1
1
1 .
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MO 5 03 . 05 . 8 .1
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0
. 6
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6
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u
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0
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1
c
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1
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1 c T ft J. n Ji
£l . 31 A 1. Ul A. . 2
l|33^ + Ul 1 . nftUO A "1. Ul T A1 . 2 . D
1p3D+13 1 . A 003 A 1. Ul 0 ftd. . 0 A. 3
1 0 ^4 Ox u 5 <i . 11 n c• Up 1 • D A. ^1
T c: c: c: J. n n
J. . QftJ 0 nil. u 4 9 4
A
• 3
n ^ n 7 J. o± 0 U f T D 3 • 14 n 1. Ul n nu . U . 2
J. U X -LT ^ t p 6? 1 7 .3
1616+06 95 .02 2.4 .4
1624+41 1. 69 . 01 .7 .8
3C345 10. 28 .12 2.3 .1
1656+05 1. 69 . 02 3.3 .2
1708+00 82 . 01 .8 .2
1722-02 1. 33 . 02 4.1 .2
1730-13 4. 78 .10 1.7 . 2
X Ax NS NP n
101. 5 13.7 11 10 13
.
9
92. 9 1.2 12 10 2 . 0
1. 8 6.9 12 10 1.6
159. 4 5.0 12 11 1.8
16. 1 2.3 12 11 2.3
14. 4 15.3 12 11 2.3
5. 2 3.0 12 11 1.8
142. 9 8.3 12 11 1.0
91. 7 .6 12 11 2.8
174
.
2 3.1 10 9 1.8
124 2 3.2 11 11 1.3
17. 6 6.3 12 11 1.5
57. 5 4.3 12 11 1.1
159. 3 2.1 12 11 1.5
17. 2 13.8 11 10 1.9
139. 8 2.9 12 11 5.1
100. 1 9.9 11 11 .8
137. 4 1.4 11 10 1.7
163. 0 20.0 12 11 .6
97. 6 3.8 12 11 4.2
16. 9 17.3 12 10 1.4
20. 2 3.6 12 11 .6
159. 2 6.9 5 5 1.0
58. 9 3.7 12 11 3.0
85. 5 11.2 12 11 2.9
8. 4 2.6 12 10 3.2
84. 3 6.0 12 11 9.2
159. 9 17.4 12 11 1.3
157. 0 12.5 11 10 1.3
75. 8 2.9 12 11 1.9
82. 5 3.6 12 11 6.9
100. 7 3.3 12 11 6.6
21. 6 32.3 12 11 1.3
14. 8 5.3 12 11 2.1
92. 7 4.4 12 11 3.0
177. 3 22.3 12 11 2.4
60. 0 1.4 11 11 3.9
19. 4 1.8 12 11 2.4
126. 9 5.9 12 11 .9
103. 0 1.6 12 11 2.7
32. 9 3.3 10 9 4.9
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Source
1741-03
1749-09
3C371
MI7
1819+39
3C380
3C390.3
1922+33
3C405
2005+40
2008-06
3C4l8
2050+36
2113+29
2134+00
2145+06
BL Lac
2201+31
2216-03
3C446
CTA102
2243-12
3C454.3
2335+03
2345-16
2354-11
Table IV-1 (Continued)
S AS m Am v
2.10
.96
2.22
628. 3
1. 92
9.53
6.75
2.75
796.9
4.00
2.10
4.10
4.55
1
. 05
7. 01
3.22
4 .90
2. 14
1. 30
4.62
4 .70
2.51
10.67
.93
3.95
1.57
10
,04
02
5
01
,06
05
01
6
07
03
07
06
03
06
03
45
06
02
06
02
03
08
01
10
02
Ax
1.8
1.9 1
2.2
.5
0.0
1,1
4.1
1.7
.3
2.1
.3
2.3
0.0
.1
.2
.2
1.1
.7
1.0
2
6
7
6.0
1.1
0.0
0.0
.2
.1
.2
.1
.3
.2
.3
.2
.1
.1
.4
.1
.2
.5
.1
.1
.6
. 1
.5
.5
.2
.6
.2
.5
.4
.5
78.3
81.4
8.7
20.7
105.5
10.1
30.7
111.8
173.5
113.9
100. 6
110.3
173.2
6.2
130.8
87.7
109.4
132.3
96.8
172.5
12.4
175.0
168.4
94.5
79.1
164.8
3.5
14.5
2.2
6.7
43.7
4.6
1.9
3.1
11.2
.9
24.3
1.8
82.8
28.0
6.8
8.9
14.2
4.1
12.0
2.5
1.1
5.0
.9
13.0
49.5
70.4
NS NP
11 10
12 11
11 10
11 11
10 10
11 10
12 11
11 10
12 11
2 2
10 9
12 11
11 11
12 11
12 11
12 11
12 11
11 10
12 11
12 11
12 11
11 10
12 11
11 11
12 10
12 11
8.0
8,0
3.0
1.5
29.4
6.3
2.7
1.3
Key
S, AS — Flux Density (Janskys)
m. Am — Degree of Polarization {%)
X, Ax — Position Angle (Degrees)
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The corrected degree of polarization appears in Table IV-1.
B. Possible Variable Standards
Data for the standard sources whose variability indices
(n's) were greater than 2.30 have been plotted in Appendix
III, along with a tabulation of the data. n was greater
than 3.0 for only three of the eight suspects: 1150+49,
3C395, and 2209+08. For the five with n <_ 3, only 3C433
(n = 2.7) and 3C78 (n = 2.5) appeared variable when graphed.
The removal of one point would have reduced n^o^o to 2 0
and made its graphed appearance look constant. On the other
hand, 3C433's variations look real. This is peculiar in
that most variable sources have spectral indices greater
than or equal to -.5 (Kellerman, 1974), whereas the index
for 3C433 has been computed to be -.88 and that of 3C78 to
be -.54 (Kellerman et al., 1969). Of the two objects, 3C78
would have seemed the more likely candidate for variability.
Of the three objects with n greater than 3.0, both
1150+49 and 2209+08 showed evidence of .2 to .1 Jansky de-
creases in flux density in 1974 and 1975. No spectral in-
dices were available. In the case of 3C395 the removal of
one point would have reduced n to 2.1. But the measurement
at 11 cm by Kellerman, Pauliny-Toth, and Tyler (1968) on
which the original standard value was based was ~20^ below
the final adjusted value, in comparison to 2% to Z% adjust-
ments for other KPT measured sources used as standards.
This suggests a large variation since the late 1960's and
makes this source worth watching in the future.
Although relatively constant in flux density, the pol- '
arlzation standard 3Cl6l is interesting because of an appar-
ent change in the degree of polarization in mid-1973. With
a standard value for m of 10.5^, the peak value measured
was almost 16^. The run near the time of the polarization
peak was reprocessed without 3Cl6l as a standard in order
to determine if that run's calibration had been affected,
and it was found that it had not been. The fact that sev-
eral other sources (not standards) at similar declinations
have shown the same behavior has been noted earlier. Rather
than the activity of 3Cl6l affecting the calibration and
producing similar variations in the other sources mentioned
earlier, it seems more likely that the cause (if more than
just an unfortunate coincidence) has affected both standards
and unknowns alike.
In summary, then, five standard sources (1150+49, 3C395,
SC433, 2209+08, and 3Cl6l) showed evidence of variations.
Although their changes have been fairly small (with the ex-
ceptions of 3C433 and 3Cl6l) and have not affected the var-
ious runs' calibrations, they should be removed as future
standards. These sources should be watched for further evi-
dence of variations.
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C. New Variable Sources
Using the parameter n described earlier In this chapter
as a criterion for variability, nine nev^ objects (in addi-
tion to the variable standards discussed In the previous
section) were found to be potential variable sources at 11
cm. They are listed below in Table IV-2.
Table IV-2
Potential Variable Sources
Source n
0119+11 3.1
14^2+10 (0Q172) 3.0
1616+06 3.0
1624+41 (4C41.32 . 2.4
1722-02 2.7
1741-03 8.0
1749+09 (OTO8I) 8.0
2050+36 (DA529) 3.4
2113+29 4.8
Examination of these objects' graphed variations re-
vealed that most of the above sources were marginal varia-
bles at 11 cm. Only 1741-03, 1749+09, and 205O+36 showed
strong systematic changes in total flux. Nevertheless,
continued observations should be made of all objects in the
above list until such time as the marginal variables can be
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reclassified as either definitely variable or constant. At
the same time, observations should be extended to higher fre-
quencies, where stronger variations might be found.
D. Search for Daily Variations
Observations have been made in the past pointing to the
possibility that some radio sources variable on timescales
.
of months or more also vary with timescales of days (Wills,
1971). To further examine the possibility of such variations
at 11 cm, the daily observations of sources likely to show
such variations have been analyzed. The rapid variables
0J287 and BL Lac were included in this study, in addition to
the four sources Wills found to be daily variables (0106+01,
CTA26, 0440-00, and 1510-08). The procedure was to compare '
the difference between a day's measurement of total flux for
a source and the mean value for the given run against the
expected error for a point, as calculated from equation III-
28. In no case was the difference more than twice the calcu-
lated error. Thus, to the accuracy of the flux density meas-
urements in this program, as discussed in Chapter III, no
evidence was found for day to day variations in the above
sources.
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E. General Remarks
• The 2.7 GHz flux density and polarization variations of
some of the sources will be examined in the following sec-
tions with respect to the expanding source model. But first
the observable characteristics of the model will be reitera-
ted .
1) An outburst that reaches a maximum at some wave-
length Ai should reach a maximum at a later time at
a longer wavelength \z (X2 > Xi),
2) The outburst duration increases, but its amplitude
decreases with increasing wavelength.
3) Polarization changes occur more rapidly than flux
density changes, and only around the time when
total flux is a maximum.
4) The polarization position angle changes rapidly by
90 degrees just prior to the time of maximum flux
density
.
No one object clearly demonstrated all of the theoreti-
cal characteristics of the expanding source model. Some
variables showed the expected time lag in outbursts and de-
crease in amplitude at longer wavelengths, yet showed little
sign of polarization changes. Others varied in polarization
with little changes in flux density. This lack of total ag-
reement with the expanding source model is undoubtedly a
manifestation of the more complicated nature of the actual
sources. Prolonged injection of electrons, multiple out-
bursts at different locations in space, and variations in
magnetic field through the source modify the basic model.
A continuing difficulty of making numerical comparisons
of observations with the theory has been determination of a
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base level of constant total flux and polarization. Because
variable sources generally have not been observed to de-
crease to zero flux density during quiescent periods, it is
probable that the measured flux densities are the sum of a
constant term and a variable contribution. For sources like
0048-09, 1502+10, and 3C454.3, only reasonable uncertainties
are involved in determining the base levels, since such
sources exhibit somewhat defined quiet periods. Other sour-
ces (e.g., NGC1052 and 0440-00), which show a steady in-
crease or decrease in flux density are not susceptible to
detailed numerical analysis, because their base levels can-
not be determined from present observations. Even rapid
variables (e.g., 0J287, 3C120, 1510-08, and BL Lac), which
show several outbursts are difficult to analyze because of
the uncertainty of how much the outbursts overlap. As a re-
sult, in the follov/ing discussion of sources, only the qual-
itative aspects of the expanding source model will be looked
at, unless there are expectations of deriving reasonable
numbers.
The sources have been crudely categorized into three
groups in Table IV- 3 : 1) those which are constant in flux
density and variable in polarization (SC/PV), 2) those which
are variable in flux density and constant in polarization
(SV/PC), and 3) those which are variable in both flux dens-
ity and polarization (SV/PV). The division between SV/PC
and SV/PV sources is admittedly subjective and was mainly
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Table IV-
3
Source Categorization
Ke^ SC/PV
( ) marginal flux 1722-02
density vari- 3Cl6l
at ions
[ ] marginal pol-
arization var-
iations
* no polarization
data available
SC/PV flux density constant
and polarization var-
iable
SV/PC flux density variable
and polarization con-
stant
SV/PV flux density and pol-'
arization variable
SV/PC
0106+01
(0119+11«)
NGC1052*
(CTA21)
3C84
NRA0150
0405-12
0420-01
3C120
0831+55
0859-14
M82
1055+01
(1215+30*)
(1345+12)
1502+10
(1616+06*)
(1624+41)
3C345
1730-13
1749+09
3C371
3C380
3C390.3
3C4l8
2050+36
2113+29
2134+00
2145+06
2201+31
2345-16
(0256+07*)
(3C78)
(0906+01)
3C287
(3C395)
3C433
2209+08
SV/PV
0048-09
0133+47
[0333+32]
[CTA26]
[0440-00]
0458-02
[0552+39]
0605-08
0607-15
0723-00
0727-11
[0735+17]
[0736+01]
0J287
4039.25
0953+25
1127-14
[3C273]
[3C279]
1354-15
[1404+28]
[(1442+10)]
[3C309.1]
1510-08
[1548+05]
[1555+00]
[(1607+26)]
[(1611+34)]
[1656+05]
1722-02
[1741-03
BL Lac
2216-03
3C446
[CTA102]
2243-12
3C454.3
[1150+49]
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based on the degree and magnitude of scatter of points about
average polarization values. The categorization is only in-
tended as a rough guide for later reference.
P. Time Delayed Outbursts
One of the predictions of the simple expanding source
model is that the maximum flux density during an outburst
occurs at later times at lower frequencies. If the source
is transparent to radiation throughout the event, then the
peak flux density should occur at the same time at all trans-
parent frequencies. Of the variable sources in this program
that have been monitored at several frequencies, a few more
than ten have shown definite peaks since the beginning of
the 11 cm program. Examination of these sources revealed
that a combination of both type-s of behavior was common.
Table IV-4 lists those sources which have shown dis-
crete or overlapping events since 1971.0. The sources are
divided into three groups: 1) sources showing delays from
frequency to frequency in the time of peak flux density for
an event (TD), 2) sources in which events occurred simul-
taneously at all frequencies (TS), and 3) sources showing
events of both of the above two types (TS/TD). For those
sources in which the events are sufficiently well-defined.
Table IV-5 presents details about the timing of the out-
bursts.
Bearing in mind that the 31.^ GHz observations were too
Table IV-
4
Categorization of Sources
with Time Delayed Outbursts
TD
0106+01
0133+47
3C84
0458-02
0605-08
0607-15
3C273
TS
0048-09
NRAOI50
0735+17
0J287
1502+10
1510-08
TD/TS
3C120
3C454.3
TD Time delayed outbursts
TS Simultaneous outbursts
TD/TS Combination of TD and TS
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Table IV-
5
Data on Time Lags in Sources
Source
J.X1UC ux
15.5 GHz
Outburst Peak
Frequencies of
Simultaneous
Peaks (GHz)
Frequencies >
Delayed
Peaks (GHz)
0048-OQ
1974.6
15.5,
15.5,
7.9, 2.7
7.9, 2.7
0106+01 1973.3 15.5, 7.9 7.9 to 2.7
0133+47 1974 2 31.4, 15.5, 7.9 7.9 to 2.7
3C84 31.4, 15.5 15.5 to 2.7^
J^RAOISO 1 Q7 Q 31.4, 15.5 2
,30120 1973. 0^
1975.3
31.4,
15.5,
15.5, 7.9
7.9, 2.7
7.9 to 2.7
0735+17 1975.1 31. 4, 15.5, 7.9 (7.9 to 2.7)**
3C273 1973.6
1975.5
31.4, 15.5 15.5
31.4
to
to
2.7
2.7
1502+10 1973.2 15.5, 7.9 (7.9 to 2.7)'
1510-08 1974. 0^ 15.5, 7.9, 2.7
3C454.3 1972.2
1974.4
31.4,
Notes
15.5, 7.9
31.4 to 2.7
1) The peak has not yet been reached at 7 .9 (Dr 2.7
2) The event does not exist at or below 7.9 GHz.
3) This is really two overlapping events.
4) This was probably simultaneous. The 2.7 GHz data
is inconclusive.
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sparse in several cases to be sure of having defined the
peaks adequately, the source outbursts generally seem to
have been transparent down to some frequency within the ob-
served spectral region, below which the events were time
delayed. The transition frequency was often between 15.
5
and 7.9 GHz. In only a few cases were outbursts transpar-
ent (3C120 at 1975.3) or time delayed (3C454.3 at 1974.4)
at all observed frequencies. Sources with more than one
outburst exhibited a non-uniformity of behavior. 3C120 had
one totally and one partially transparent event, and 3C273
showed both a partially transparent event and one in which
opacity effects were important at all frequencies. The sim-
ilarity of the transition frequency in many of the events
suggests a uniformity or at least a narrow spread in some
of the initial conditions determining the outbursts.
The behavior of a few of the sources listed in Tables
IV-4 and IV-5 reveals that dispersion through the intergal-
actic medium can be ruled out as the cause of the time de-
layed outbursts in at least some of the sources. Dispersion
within our own galaxy affects the arrival times of pulsar
signals. It results from the presence of free electrons
along the line of sight between a source of radio emission
and an observer. For radio waves propagating through such
an ionic medium, the group velocity is less than the speed
of light, and in fact is inversely proportional to the
square of the frequency. Thus, a burst of radio energy
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emitted simultaneously at all wavelengths passing through
such a medium would arrive first at higher frequencies and
later at longer wavelengths. The time delayed nature of the
outbursts noted in several sources could thus be interpreted
as being due to dispersion rather than to opacity effects
within an expanding source.
If the 197^-75 outburst in 30454.3 was delayed at long-
er wavelengths because of dispersion through the intergalac-
tic medium, then the measured delay in arrival time between
the 31.4 GHz and 2.7 GHz peaks can be used to compute the
necessary intergalact ic electron density. With a time delay
of 1.3 years between the peaks in flux density at 31.4 GHz
and 2.7 GHz, a dispersion constant DC can be calculated ac-
cording to the formula (Manchester, 1974):
DC = At/[l/v2 - i/v2]
where At is the time delay
v^, Vj are the frequencies of the measured
peaks (Vj < v^)
The resulting value is 3.0 x 10^^ sec-^ The dispersion con-
stant DC is related to the electron density n^ along the line
of sight 1 by the equation (Manchester, 1974):
fn dl = 2.41 X 10"^^ DC
lihe of sight
where n is in cm ^
e
dl is in parsecs
If a uniform intergalactic medium is assumed, then fn^ dl ^
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D, where D is the distance to the source. For 3C454.3,
which has a z of .86 (Hunstead, 1972), D = 2.7 x 10^ pc (as-
suming = 1/2). Thus, since
D = 7.2 X 10^° pc cm~^
the electron density is 27 cm" ^ or 2.5 x 10"^^ gm/cm^
This density for the intergalactic medium is considerably
greater than that necessary to close the unverse (=« lO"^^
gm/cm^ )
.
However, the behavior of 3C120 and 3C454.3 have reduced
the likelihood of a dispersion origin. In each of these two
sources, there have been two events, one reflecting simultan
ecus outbursts at all frequencies and the other showing time
delays. One would expect all outbursts for a given source
to be equally dispersed, if the bulk of dispersion were due
to the intergalactic medium, and this has not been the case
for these two objects. Unfortunately, the data for the 'si-
multaneous' event does not have sufficient time resolution
to permit a precise estimate of the upper limit on the inter
galactic electron density.
G. Polarization Variations
About 50 percent of the sources showing flux density
variations also showed evidence of polarization variations.
A number of these polarization variations were of the form
predicted by Aller; that is, the position angle changed by
roughly 90 degrees around the time of peak flux density dur-
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Ing an outburst, in addition to a change in the degree of
polarization. Sources in this category included 0133+47,
0605-08, 0607-15, 0727-11, 0J287, and BL Lac. The first
three objects also exhibited evidence of time delayed out-
bursts in total flux. The time delay behavior reinforces
the belief that the polarization changes in these objects
were an opacity effect, since the large opacities necessary
to delay an outburst at 2
. 7 GHz would also have resulted in
well-defined changes in the polarization angle as the larg-
er opacities decreased. In a few of the sources (BL Lac,
0J287), however, there was little, if any, time delay in
the flux density events despite large changes in Xj sug-
gesting that the polarization variations in these sources
may have had another cause. In any case, the relatively
low frequency of 2.7 GHz with tiie larger associated opaci-
ties in the expanding source model make this a good fre-
quency for the examination of polarization variations ex-
pected from the model.
Most of the sources, both variable and constant, pos-
sessed degrees of polarization much lower than expected in
an isolated expanding source. As has been suggested else-
where, this can probably be interpreted as resulting from
a low degree of order in magnetic field orientation within
many of the sources. This is further supported by the pau-
city of sources showing well-defined 90 degree rotations in
polarization position angle, despite possessing time delayed
outbursts in total flux (3C454.3, for example).
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Several sources have shown polarization variations much
more gradual than those predicted by the expanding source
model. Either m or x or both vary by no more than a few
percent or a few tens of degrees over the course of a year
or more. Examples include 0048-09, 1^142+10, and 3C446.
The source 3Cl6l is interesting, because of a large
flare-up in the degree of polarization in the middle of
1973. There was no comparable change in total flux at the
same time. The source 1722-02 also showed evidence of pol-
arization variations despite constant total flux. Similar
behavior in other sources at 2.8 and 4.5 cm has been noted
by Bignell and Seaquist (1973). They found that 2134+00,
3C454.3 and several other objects showed variations in pol-
arization during times when their flux densities were not
changing.
H. Discussion of Several Sources
As an example of a relatively uncomplicated expanding
source, consider 0106+01. An outburst that peaked at 15.5
GHz around 1973.3 was delayed until 1974.5 in reaching its
maximum at 2.7 GHz. Figure IV-1 shows the source's spec-
trum at several epochs during the outburst. The general
qualitative behavior was what one would expect from the van
der Laan model. Early in the outburst, the high opacity at
lower frequencies produced a maximum in the spectral curve
above 10 GHz. As the source expanded and the opacity
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Figure IV-1
Spectrum of 0106+01 at Several Epochs
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dropped at lower frequencies, the maximum moved to lower
frequencies. The spectral indices at the three epochs in
the transparent part of the spectrum were around
-.3, sug-
gesting a value for y of -1.6. (Recall that y defines the
energy spectrum of the electrons that are injected accord-
ing to the number density relation N(E)dE«E~^, where E is
the energy of the particles.)
It should be noted that no effort was made to remove a
possible constant component of the flux density at each
frequency, because of the lack of information on the source's
quiescent radio emission. If the constant component has a
spectral index less than zero, as was likely (Kellerman et
al., 1969), then the transparent region spectral index of
the variable component was less negative and y < 1.6.
During the outburst 0106+Gl's behavior did deviate from
the instantaneous injection form of the model. Equation 11-12
predicts that the peak flux density at 7-9 GHz should have
been 3.4 times that at 2.7 GHz, assuming that y - 1.5. The
amplitude of the outburst at 2.7 GHz was at least 1.5 Jan-
sky, indicating that the amplitude at 7.9 GHz should have
been greater than 5.1 Jy, yet it was probably only around
3 Jy.
The observations suggest that a prolonged injection of
electrons took place (Peterson and Dent, 1973). The simi-
larity in times of maximum flux density at frequencies above
7.9 GHz can be interpreted as reflecting the transparent na-
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ture Of the event In this spectral region. At these fre-
quencies (V > 7.9 GHz) the increase and decrease in flux
density are directly related to the number of relativistic
electrons emitting radiation. But below 7
. 9 GHz the marked
delay in times of peak flux density is due to opacity ef-
fects finally becoming important.
Taking the calculated value for y of 1.6, the change
in the degree of polarization to be expected during the out-
burst can be computed from Aller's extension of the model.
His theory predicts a degree of polarization before the
peak in flux density of 13 percent and afterwards of 66 per-
cent (assuming an instantaneous injection of electrons and a
homogenous magnetic field through the source). Assuming the
model fits at 2.7 GHz, and taking the amplitude of the out-
burst as 1.5 Jy, and the size of a constant component of
total flux to be 2.5 Jy, then one would have expected ob-
served polarizations before and after the peak of ~5 percent
and ~27 percent, respectively. There should also have been
a rapid 90 degree change in position angle around 1974.5.
That the observed polarization was remarkably constant
around mean values of in = 1.2 percent and x = 113 degrees
suggests that the ordering of the magnetic fields within the
source was quite poor.
A more complicated and more interesting source for ex-
amination is 3C454.3. Associated with a 17 magnitude QSO
with a redshift of .859 (Hunstead, 1972), 6 cm VLBI observa-
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tions (Kellerman et al., 1971) have shown two components of
sizes ~0V002 and < OVOOOH. The source has varied in total
flux at frequencies from 408 MHz through 31.4 GHz with well-
defined outbursts above 2.7 GHz.
The outbursts since 1971.0 illustrate two kinds of be-
'
havlor. The event that began around 1971.4 developed simul-
taneously at 7.9, 15.5, and 31.4 GHz, with evidence of lit-
tle variation at 2.7 GHz (the 2.7 GHz data is incomplete for
the event, however). The peak flux density for the event
decreased with increasing frequency (for v > 7.9 GHz), sug-
gestive of the expected spectral index (<x < 0 when y > 1)
for a source in which particle - inj ect ion was too low for syn-
chrotron self-absorption to be important at v > 7.9 GHz. As
the spectral curve dropped to lower flux densities during
the decreasing phase of the outburst, the spectrum shape and
frequency of maximum flux density changed little (see Figure
IV-2).
The second outburst, beginning in the latter half of
1973, followed van der Laan's original model in two regards.
First, there was a time de^ay between the peaks at success-
ively lower frequencies. Secondly, the amplitude was greater
at higher frequencies (v < 15.5 GHz), although not as much
greater as the theory predicts, assum.ing that the minima in
the flux density curves were at least representative of the
constant components. Figure IV-3 shows the spectrum of the
outburst (constant component subtracted) at several epochs.
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Figure IV-
2
Spectrum of 3C45^.3 at Several Epochs During I972 Outburst
Frequency (GHz)
[Note: A constant flux density component has been
subtracted . ]
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Figure IV-3
Spectrum of 3C454.3 at Several Epochs During 1974 Outburst
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More active than 3C454.3 is 0J287, a radio source asso-
ciated with a faint star-like object at galactic longitude
40 degrees. Whereas 3C454.3 showed well-defined outbursts
with timescales of more than a year, 0J287's eruptions have
durations of much less than a year and overlap so as to make
resolution of events very difficult. Examination of the
flux density activity at several frequencies indicates that
there is little in the way of time delays at shorter wave-
lengths. Between 7.9 and 31.4 GHz, events were delayed by
no more than a few tenths of a year, suggesting that the
events tended to be transparent, or else that the expansion
velocities were quite large. Amplitudes of events seemed
larger at 15.5 GHz than at 7.9 or 2.7 GHz, agreeing at least
in principle with the expanding source model.
There was a large change in the 2.7 GHz polarization
beginning near the end of 1973. The degree of polarization
rose from 2 percent (1973.75) up to a measured maximum of
-11 percent (1974.9) and then began decreasing. Coincident
with the increase in m was a ~110 degree rotation in x. A
large change in x and the oeginning of an increase in m were
also recorded for this source at 5 GHz by Seielstad and
Berge (1975) (see Figure IV-4 and Table IV-6). The 5 GHz
change in position angle occurred more rapidly than did the
change at 2.7 GHz. Although both changes were around 70 de-
grees, near the prediction of Aller's model, the observa-
tions deviated from his theory in other respects. For
Figure IV-4
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Flux Density and Polarization Variations in OJ287
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Table IV-6
OJ287 Flux Density and Polarization Measurements at
2.7 and 5.0 GHz
2.7 GHz CThis study)
Date S CJy) AS
1972.67 2. 17 .03
1973.04 3. 13 .01
1973.26 3. 48 .02
1973.40 3. 58 .08
1973.63 3. 16 .01
1973.88 3. 80 .03
1974.16 3. 53 .03
1974.49 2. 84 .03
1974.90 2. 99 .02
X (degrees) Ax m (.%) Am
166.1 3.3 2.5 .4
141.0 5.5 .9 . 2
3.5 1.1 3.0 .3
10. 9 2.9 1.8 .4
66.3 4.5
.9 .1
92.5 .7 3.9 . 2
96.8 1.0 6.7 .5
101.4
.7 10.8 .4
5 . 0 GHz (Seielstad and Berge
,
1975)
1972. 89 5. 02 5% 140. 3 4.1 2.29 .33
1973. 13 5. 63 10% 138.3 3.1 2.06 .22
1973. 36 5. 32 5% 65.2 4.7 1.72 .28
1973. 55 4. 84 5% 62.6 2.6 2.69 .25
1973. 74 4. 50 5% 67.7 3.5 3.15 .38
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example, the 5 GHz change In position angle, although coin-
ciding with the maximum in the flux density outburst, was
not accompanied by a significant change in the degree of
polarization. At 2.7 GHz large changes in m and x did oc-
cur around the same time. However, it is not clear with
which of two overlapping flux density outbursts the polar-
ization changes were associated. If associated with the
first event, then it is unclear why there was a large time
lag between flux outburst and polarization changes at 2.7
GHz, but not at 5 GHz. If the 2.7 GHz changes were rela-
ted to the second event, then' the question arises of why
the 5 GHz polarization changes did not have corresponding
2.7 GHz changes. Aller's model by itself seems to be inad-
equate in explaining the observed polarization at two close
frequencies
.
I. Comments on Individual Sources
0048-09 There have been two major outbursts since 1972.5
that correlated from 2.7 GHz to 31.4 GHz, although
the time resolution at 31.4 GHz was not sufficient
to define outbursts exactly. Both events occurred
slightly later at longer wavelengths. The 1973.0
event showed an amplitude 3 times larger at 15.5
GHz than at 31.4 GHz. The 1974.8 event was quite
broad and of comparable amplitudes above 2.7 GHz.
There was an increase in m during the 1974.8 event,
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0106+01
0119+11
0133+47
NGC1052
CTA21
One
-.road (greater than 2 years duration) outburst
m flux density since 1971.0 for which opacity ef-
fects became important below 7.9 GHz. There was
little evidence of polarization variations.
This source was too weak for monitoring polariza- •
tlon. It is only a marginal flux density variable,
with n = 3.1.
The main feature of this source was an outburst
starting in 1973.5 that progressed almost simul-
taneously at 31.4, 15.5, and 7.9 GHz, and was de-
layed by
.5 year at. 2. 7 GHz. Changes in m of
and in x of 80 degrees took place around the time
of maximum flux density at 2.7 GHz. Bignell and
Seaquist (1973) recorded similar slow (.5 year) 90
degree rotations in x with no clear changes in m
around the times of outbursts in total flux (mid
1968 and mid 1970) at 2.8 and 4.5 cm. The repeated
well-defined changes in x indicate a high degree of
order in the magnetic fields associated with this
object. The mag'^.itude and timing of the 2.7 GHz
change in x supports Aller's predictions about po-
larization changes in the expanding source model.
A monotonic increase in flux density at 2.7 GHz
followed similar changes at higher frequencies.
This source showed little activity and possesses a
low average degree of polarization (.4±.l^). The
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3C84
0333+32
CTA26
NRA0150
apparent changes In x were most likely due to
noise fluctuations. The computed spectral Index
Is
-1.2. Most variable sources have spectral in-
dices ^ -. 5
.
This virtually unpolarized source has been in-
creasing in flux density since before 1971.0 and
may have turned over at and above 7.9 GHz. It is
still increasing at 2.7 GHz. The spectra (see
Figure IV-5) at the 1973.0 and 1975.5 epochs are
remarkably similar.
There has been a possible slight increase in the
degree of polarization from 1973.0 to 1975.5. To-
tal flux at 2.7 GHz has been relatively constant.
At higher frequencies there has been a long term
decrease
.
Total flux has generally been decreasing since
early 1972, although there is evidence of an up-
ward swing after 1975.0 at frequencies above 2.7
GHz. Polarization position angle has remained
essentially consoant, although the degree of pol-
arization has risen 3% since early 1973.
Particularly interesting was the large decrease in
amplitude of the principle event from 6 Janskys at
31.4 GHz to virtually no sign of activity at 2.7
GHz. The 2.7 GHz polarization remained constant,
with the possible exception of a slight rise in m
Figure IV-5
Spectrum of 3C84 at 2 Epochs
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about
.4 year after the peak in the 31.4 GHz out-
burst.
0^05-12 With the exception of one point in mid-1973, pol-
arization appears to have been constant. That data
point was based on one day's observation and is
suspect. Total flux shows little variation.
0420-01 Very little activity..
3C120 There were two large outbursts in total flux at 2.7
GHz. The two flux density events showed good cor-
relation with the higher frequency observations.
The burst in late 1972, early 1973 had a double
peak at 15.5 GHz, but not at 31.4 GHz. There was a
definite time delay in the early 1973 event that
was not present in the early 1975 outburst. This
demonstrates a lack of uniformity in behavior that
is seen in other sources. The constancy of the po-
larization is in keeping with the observations of
Bignell and Seaquist (1973), who observed large
changes in x and m during outbursts in 1970 at 2.8
cm, but much smaller changes in m at 4.5 cm.
0440-00 There were suggestions of slight drifts in the pol-
arization over a 2.5 year period. Total flux has
generally been decreasing, although there appear
to have been small outbursts superimposed.
0458-O2 There have been two possible outbursts in the de-
gree of polarization uncorrelated with the minor
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changes In total flux at 2.7 GHz. At higher fre-
quencies there may have been two highly overlapping
events in 1972-1973.
0552+39 There have been only slight decreases in flux dens-
ity for this source over the past two years, and it
currently appears to be quiet. The combination of
low degree of polarization and noise were probably
responsible for the variations in x-
0605-08 This source has had one outburst since I971 with
broad maxima at all frequencies. Three facts are
Interesting. First, the outburst was roughly sim-
ultaneous at frequencies at and above 7.9 GHz, sug-
gesting transparency at wavelengths less than 4 cm.
Second, while the outburst had approximately the
same time scales at 7.9 and 15.5 GHz, the duration
at 2.7 GHz was somewhat less. The 1975 2.7 GHz to-
tal flux levelled off only shortly after the higher
frequencies, even though it probably began rising a
full year and a half after the higher frequencies
did. If, on the other hand, the 1972.67 2.7 GHz
data point does not represent the base level prior
to the outburst, and at that point the source was
already increasing, then as interesting change in
base levels has occurred, or else a new event is
beginning that is only slightly suggested by behav-
ior above 2.7 GHz. Third, around the time of maxi-
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0607-15
0723-00
0727-11
0735+17
0736+01
0831+55
0J287
mum flux density, there was a 65 degree rotation
in position angle and a change in m of £ \% . This
is another case in which Aller's prediction of a
large change in position angle around the time of
peak flux density in an event is borne out.
Flux density behavior suggests several events over-
lapping in time. This is supported by several
changes in the polarization during the same time
period.
Changes in m and x occurred ~.5 year after the 2.7
GHz flux density reached a maximum.
An outburst near 1974.0 was immediately preceded
by a drop in the degree of polarization and a 75
degree change in position angle.
One slow outburst since 1973.0 seems to have been
almost simultaneous from 31.4 GHz down through 2.7
GHz. A possible outburst in m around 1975.5 should
be viewed cautiously, since it is based on one day's
observation.
Several small outbursts superimposed on a constant
background level. There is a slight suggestion of
a decrease in m after 1975.0.
This source showed virtually no flux density varia-
tion and is almost unpolarized. The variations in
X are a result of noise.
There was a large change in m and ^90 degree change
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0859-14
4C39.25
M82
0953+25
1055+01
1127-14
1215+30
3C273
in position angle around the time of an outburst
in total flux—another example in agreement with
Aller's model. The flux density variations are •
complex and suggest several overlapping events.
This source has shown little activity in flux den-
sity and polarization.
Flux density variations at and above 7.9 GHz were
not seen at 2.7 GHz. The degree of polarization
has varied in almost sinusoidal fashion.
A quiet source.
Flux density variations for this source have been
relatively small. However, both m and x changed
significantly in 1975, during the period when to-
al flux seemed to be increasing slightly.
Little activity.
Polarization has varied more rapidly than total
flux in this source. There were two outbursts in
m, the second one coinciding with variation in x«
This source has shown only marginal variations in
total flux.
This active source has had several overlapping out-
bursts since 1971.0, all of which have shown evi-
dence of being time delayed at 7-9 GHz. The ampli-
tudes of the events were much smaller at 2.7 GHz
than at higher frequencies, and there has been lit-
tle change in polarization during the period of ob-
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3C279
1345+12
1354-15
1404+28
1442+10
3C309.1
1502+10
servation.
The slow change in total flux at 2.7 GHz has been
accompanied by slow changes in m and x-
Little sign of activity.
As total flux decreased, the degree of polarization
increased. Position angle remained unchanged.
Although total flux and the degree of polarization
remained relatively constant, the position angle
changed by 130 degrees in roughly one year.
Little activity.
This source shows evidence of low amplitude varia-
tions. It possesses a very low degree of polariza-
tion.
The variations in this source were of a simple form
that suggested comparison with the expanding source
model. However, the near simultaneity of the peaks
at 15.5 and 7.9 GHz, as well as the slightly re-
duced amplitude at 15.5 GHz in comparison to that
at 7.9 GHz suggest that the source was transparent
at all times during the outburst at frequencies
above 7.9 GHz. The spectral index of the outbursts
in the transparent region, calculated by first re-
moving the constant component baseline, was -.25.
This implies a value for y 1.5. Given this value
for Yj the degree of polarization should have chan-
ged from 14^ before the peak in flux density to 65^
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1510-08
1548+05
1555+00
1607+26
1611+34
1616+06
1624+41
3C345
1656+05
afterwards. Unfortunately, the low level of the
outburst at 2.7 GHz would have prevented the change
in polarization from being noticed.
This variable was quite active with several out-
bursts overlapping. The behavior was smoothed at
2.7 GHz in flux density. Polarization variations
in m took place but were not matched in activity by
changes in x- The fact that the outbursts were
nearly simultaneous at all frequencies makes it pos-
sible that the outbursts in general were transpar-
ent. If so, the variations in m may be due to chan-
ges in the injected electron energy distribution ra-
ther than due to changes in the opacity.
Little activity.
This source appears to be in the middle of an out-
burst of several years' duration.
An inactive flux density variable, but there are
signs of changes in polarization.
Little activity, with the exception of possible out-
bursts in m.
Marginal flux density variability.
The X variations are probably a result of noise.
One broad outburst in flux density of better than 2
years' duration.
This source is interesting because of an outburst
at 15.5 GHz that is either non-existent at 7.9 GHz
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1722-02
1730-13
1741-03
1749-09
3C371
3C380
3C390.3
3C4l8
2050+36
2134+00
2145+06
and 2.7 GHz or else is so delayed in time that it
has not yet been observed. Around the time of the
15.5 GHz peak, there was a change in m.
Although constant in flux density and position
angle, there were signs of variation in the degree
of polarization. This does not fit with the ex-
panding source model.
Several minor outbursts are superimposed on one
long event.
Total flux has been decreasing since 1973.0. Pol-
arization is constant with the possible exception
of early 1973.
Little activity.
Little activity.
The source is decreasing in flux density with small
amplitude outbursts superimposed.
Little activity.
Although polarization has remained constant, there
are suggestions of rapid variation in flux density.
The polarization variations are most likely caused
by noise.
The generally monotonic decrease in flux density at
15.5 and 7.9 GHz is not seen at 2.7 GHz; instead,
several small outbursts are superimposed on a con-
stant background. The source is almost unpolarized.
The monotonic decrease in this source's flux density
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BL Lac
2201+31
2216-03
CTA102
2243-12
3C454.3
2345-16
3C161
Is apparent at all frequencies.
This very active source has shown several overlap-
ping outbursts, all of which seem to be nearly si-
mulatneous from 31.4 GHz down through 2.7 GHz.
There have been large changes in position angle
that are of the magnitude predicted by Aller's mo-
del. The changes in m were smaller than predicted,
but did occur around the times predicted by theory.
The shape of variations suggests a slight delay in
events between 7.9 and 2.7 GHz.
Total flux varied slightly; polarization at 2.7 GHz
may have varied more rapidly.
There may have been a rise in polarized flux in mid-
1973 that is uncorrelated with any large flux dens-
ity event.
Little activity.
Possible polarized flux outburst, or it may be a
systematic error (see Chapter III, part D )
.
Two nicely-defined outbursts in total flux at fre-
quencies above 2.7 GHz. Little variation in polar-
ization.
Large changes in position angle may be due to noise.
A large change in ra occurred around mid-1973 de-
spite constant total flux and degree of polariza-
tion.
10^
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In general there was good correlation of flux density
behavior from 31.4 GHz down through 2.7 GHz. For sources
with complete outbursts, the events were often interpretable
qualitatively in terms of the expanding source model of van
der Laan and its extension by others. The behavior observed
in a few objects (3C120 and 3C454.3) strongly suggests that
dispersion through an intergalactic medium contributes lit-
tle to the measured delays in the times of occurrence of a
given outburst at several frequencies. Many sources exhib-
ited the behavior expected of objects transparent to synch-
rotron radiation over a portion of the radio spectrum, typ-
ically at frequencies above 7.9 GHz. The 2.7 GHz observa-
tions were especially valuable, because many of the outbursts
transparent at higher frequencies displayed the time delays
and reduced flux density amplitudes at 2.7 GHz that are asso-
ciated with large opacities in the expanding source model.
Nevertheless, numerical analysis of source behavior remains
difficult due to the problem of separating the variable com-
ponents from constant background contributions.
Magnetic fields may be oriented randomly through many
of the sources, judging from the low average degrees of pol-
arization and large number of sources showing little polari-
zation variation. However, the large changes in x ^'or a few
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of the objects suggests a high degree of order in the magnetic
field orientations within some sources. These well-defined
changes in position angle support predictions by Aller about
how polarization should vary within an expanding source and
are another example of how the larger opacities at lower fre-
quencies aid in investigating the expanding source model. A
few objects have shown variations in polarization while re-
maining constant in flux density. One in particular, 3Cl6l,
underwent a large outburst in the degree of polarization.
This is not readily understood in terms of the expanding
source model.
Evidence has been found for several new variable sour-
ces, but the search for signs of day to day variations in
flux density in a number of objects has turned up negative
results
.
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APPENDIX I
TABULAR PRESENTATION OP DATA FOR VARIABLE SOURCES
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This appendix presents the 2.7 GHz numerical data
for each variable source. The sources with their names and
indices Of variability ( n's) are listed in order of right
ascension. The first column gives the date of observation,
the next two give the flux density and error in Janskys,
the next two give the degree of polarization and error in
percent, and the next two columns give the position angle
and error in degrees. The last two columns give the number
of points used in determining the flux density (NS) and
polarization properties (NP). Averages for all quantities
over all runs follow the individual measurements.
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VARIABILITY INDEX= 8
FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR
1972.67
1975. : k
1973.26
1973. i+u
1973. 6/+
1973 .88
197ii.l6
197£+.t.9
I97i*.90
1975.17
1975. i+5
1975.63
AVERASES
1.39 .02
2.14 c
. D
1. 8£»
. 11 1. 5
. 9
l,Sk
. C5 2.5 1.1
1. 59 • J2 1.0
• 9
1.51 • OV u.c l.Q
1.69
.02 3.7 t 6
1.89 .09 1.9 1.5
l.=>5 .03 3.5
. 5
1.81 .u7 2.'+ 1.2
1.69 .C5 3. 3
. 9
l.«42 . 03 i*, k
. 7
1.70
. 07
. 4
13.2
88. 8
82.
^
109.6
92. 6
9C.Q
87.0
83,2
1C3.9
77.5
9C.0
88. 7
24. 3
5.2
4.7
21.6
2.1
2.6
6.9
1.6
9.3
4.9
1.6
5.2 12 11
0105+Gl VARIABILITY INCEX= 8,4
YiAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972.67 2.51 .02 4
1973. .4 2. 84 . o7 1. 6 . 4 106. 5 4. 7 4 4
1973.26 2.92
. 23 4
1973.40 3.00 .04 1.8 . 3 107. 2 4. a 4 4
1973 .63 3.^6 .02 2.1 . 3 99.6 2,3 4 4
1973.68 3.29 . 02 1.2 .2 lu7. 3 3. 6 4 4
1974.17 3.69 . G4 1.1 .4 58.6 4,4 3 3
1974.49 3.99 .05 1.3 .2 140. C 15,5 2 2
1974.90 3.84 .02 1. 4 .2 112. 6 3,7 6 6
1975.17 3.57 1.5 • 4 127,4 15,1 1 1
1975.45 3.48 .05 1. u . 3 125. C 15,
1
2 2
1975.63 3,52 .01 1.0 .1 122.8 5.4 6 6
A V ERASES 3.29 .13 1.2 .2 111.7 3.9 12 in
112
0119+11 VARIABILITY INrEX= 3.1
YEAk FLUX FRROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972 .67
197 3,Ct»
1973.26
1973. t+1
1973.63
1973.87
1971*. 16
197i». 50
197it,9j
1975. t+5
iy75.63
AVERAGES
.B2
.81
.92
.67
.79
.7k
.87
.85
.8?
.97
.92
.02
.03
.
.03
. 02
.C2
. 0^
.03
.
0*+
.C2
.8i+
.03
3
2
1
1
2
3
3
1
2
1
3
11
CI 33+ it 7 OA55 > VARIAFILITY INDEX=: 19.1
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972.67 1 .6^* . C2 3
1973. r^f 1. 62 .03 9 1. 1 1.9 2. 2 2 2
1973.26 l.ifO . 03 5.9 1.1 5.7 2. 3 2 2
1973. i+G l.i+2 .03 Z.k 1. 3 9.3 7, 1 2 2
1973. 1.^*9 . G2 3.9 . 9 9.^* 3. 3 3 3
1973 .57 1 .61 .02 1.5 .7 28. 2 16.7 3 2
197i+.16 2.L • 03 5. . 7 ^+.r 1.5 3 3
197'*.Fu 2.63 .05 5 1. j .5 2.5 1 1
1971^.90 2.99 . u 3 2. 7 . 5 7. 1 2. if 3 3
1975. '5 2.78 .C5 .5 .3 70.1 36.8 1 1
1975.63 ii.66 2.7 2. 5 ^1.1 3.9 <L 1
A\/Ei;A;ES 2 . 3 .19 2.6 . 8 6.9 8. 8 li i;
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variability INCEX= 5.0
YEAR_ FLUX FRROR y ^p^oR CHI ERROR NS MP
197?. 67
.^,9 .0^*
1973. Li*
. 58
.
03 ^
1973.27
.53 .03 2
197,3.^1 2
l''73.63
,65 .Cif 2
1973.88
.67 ,ii3 1
197<».16
.68
. 02 !
197!*.^+9
.8i»
.(Ji, ?197t*. 90
.
.91 ,03 1
1975.17
.81 .OU J
1975.^.5
.9^, 1
1975.63
.9^*
.02 1
AVERAGES
.72 .05
5
12
CTA21
Y-:/iK FLUX
1972.67 5.^3
1973. Li* 5.u7
1°73.£6 5.13
1973.^+1 5.16
1973. 6it 5.13
1973.68 5.u5
197«t.i6 5.22
1971*. if9 5.G7
197'+. 9n 5.11
1975.17 5.10
1975. U5 5.17
1975.63 5.22
AVERAGE? 5.13
variability
efrok m error
.08
. C6 . 8 . 5
. 06 .9 . 5
.06 .5 . k
.06
. 8 . k
• 06 .2 . 5
, C5 • 6
.03 .8 . 7
. 05 .5 . k
.08 .2 . 3
. 0 8 . 7
. 02 . 8 . 3
. 02
. 1
NCEX= l.Q
CHI ERROR MS NP
1
1. 9 6.9 2 2
176.3 5.7 2 2
Ic. 1 13.5 2 2
12. if 9.5 2 2
178.: 3i+. 6 2 2
179.0 6.7 3 3
5.6 12,
W
1 1
93.3 8.2 7 3
l*+5. e 71.8 1 1
179. 3 17.2 1 1
171.5 5.3 < k
. C 7.9 1? 11
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VARIflaiLITY TMOEXr 11.
q
197?. 67
1973. Ck
1973.26
1973. UQ
1973. 6i*
1973. 88
i97«*. 16
iq7(4 . U9
197'*.9n
1975. 16
197S.
1975.63
A^E PAGF^
FLUX M FRPOR CHI NS NP
17.32 .lU
317.90 .18
. 0 ,k i 78. 0 9-1 . n ? ?16.88 .19
.5 .3 11.6 11 . 8 7 2
1 9. .19 .5
. k 8.1 2 219.53 .16
. h , 3 9
.
1 ? 0 jrJ 320.^2 .16 .1 .2 118.2 53 .7 3 7? 1 1 . ft
,lf • 1 . 3 8.6 71 .2 3 322.12 .31
1
2?. 97 .19
. 8 .3 89. 0 .5 3 3
23. 79 .33
.
^4 ,k 7«».5 22 . 3 1 1
2k, 67
.1 .5 1.6 t*6 .9 1 1
.20 .1 . 1 i<+^.5 68 .t* 3 3
2 l.C .7 0.0 .1 23. 3 ^3.7 12 10
0 333*32 (NRAOli*^ I VAKTA3ILITY TNnEX= 3 ,h
YFAR FLUX F^ROR M FRPDP GHT ERPOR NS NP
1972 . 67 3.38 . u 6 1
19 7 5 .;'* 3 . : 9 .Hi* 2,2 .6 89.9 3.0 2 2
197^.26 2.97 .0 3 i,k .t> 90.6 ^. 8 3 3
1975. Ui 3. 1«* 2.2 .6 95 .5 3 . 3 2 2
1973.64* 3.32 ,u ^ 2.2 .6 90 . 3 2.9 2 2
1973. 88 2.98 , J ^ 2.8 .5 9«+. 3 2 .1 3 3
197i+. 16 3. la .0 3 3.1 .5 9(*.u 1 . 8 3 3
197U. £»9 3.-7 . J6 1.9 .9 93.5 5 .
1
1 1
i97'*.90 3.0 5 3.6 .6 Q5.
1
2.0 2 2
1975. 17 3.-2 .05 2.6 .9 5 3.9 1 1
1975. k5 3.G 3 .u5 3.8 2.0 97. 9 i+ .9 1 1
1975 .6i* 3.-^1 ,Q2 2,1* .2 Q8. 1.6 6 6
AVE PAG-^S 3.13 2.6 .2 9'».4 12 il
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CT A?6
1972.67
1973. aif
1973,26
1973. tf3
1973, 6ff
1973,68
197tf,l6
197^,50
197£*,9D
1975,16
1975. i+5
1975.63
VARIABILITY INDEX= 13.
3
FLUX^ EFROR h ep:roR C»1 ERPOR
AVlF A3ES
2.97
. Ck
2.58
. Q(f 3.2 .6
c . *-J 0 .05 1.2
. 5
2. 78
. C5 3. 3
. 7
2.52 ,Qii 2.1 • 5
2.26
. C3 2.9 .8
2. Jl
. 03 2. 5
. 5
1.91
. C5 2.8 1. 2
2,02 .03 1.1
. 6
.
(.'6 1.2
. 9
1.86
.05 k,7 m
1.86
. P3 3.5 .9
2.33
. 12 2. 5
168.6
15G.6
171.8
166, 9
173.5
167,1
172. 3
165. 3
18.8
176.1
177.
C
2.8
18.
2.7
3.3
3,k
5.8
1'^.5
17.
£
3.6
2.9
NS NP
3
2
2
2
3
3
^1
1
3
1
1
3
172.1 12 11
NF AD15C
YEAK FLUX
1972.67 6.07
1973. 5.58
1973.27 5.9k
1973. i*G 5.63
1973,63 5,5^*
1973.88 5.62
197i+,16 5.57
197it.5u 5.61
197if, 90 5.68
1975.16 5.55
1975.^45 S.kk
1975.63 5.7^
Ak/EuASF? 5.66
VARIABILITY
ERROR M ERROR
.06
. C'6 2. 5
. 3
. 09 2.7 . 6
. 06 2. k . k
, 06 2.3 .k
. 05 2.k « 3
.13 3.7
. 3
.u9 1.6 . 5
.28 2.k . 3
.09 2.
1
. 6
. C8 2. : . 5
.05 3 . J . 3
. 05 2.5 .2
INDEX= 2.0
CHI ERROP MS NP
2
1C4.3 2.5 2 3
97.6 3. J i 1
lu5. 5 3. 6 2 2
I'^'t.l 2.7 2 2
1G5.3 2.7 3 3
99.2 1.5 L k
111.'. 8.1 1 1
1:2.8 2,(f 3 3
99.8 it. 2 1 1
lGti.9 6.3 1 1
iJu . 7 1,8 3 3
103." 1.9 12 11
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VARIABILITY INDEX=
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERRO:^ NP
1972.67
1973. Gi*
1973.26
1973. i+l
1973.63
1973,b8
197J+,16
197'* ,i*9
197£f ,9C
1975.17
1975.^+5
1975.63
AVERAGES
2.23 .09
2.3^*
. 07 1. Q . 6 12'*. 3
C. *C0 • 05 1.0 . 3 131.6
2.39 .07 2.4* 1.6 lu3.^f
2.52 .C7 5.2 2. 3 175.9
2.25 .07 .7
. 9 1C5. 6
2.«+T
. 07
. 9 .6 lu6.it
2.57 .IG 1.3 .7 115.7
2.^t8 .07 1. h . 7 107.9
2.26 .G9 1. 5 1.
1
98. fc
2.52
. l«j 1. 7 3. 2 98. h
2.39 .07 1.2 .7 q6.
6
2.37
. 03 .9 .3 118.5
£+0.3
27.7
lu. 3
2.8
22. 9
15.2
17.6
10.8
9.6
lfl.5
7.7
11. 12 11
rt*23-Cl VARIABILITY lNrEX= 2.1
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972 .67 1.18 .CI it
197 3.
d
1.21 . U2 1. 8 1. 1 8 3. 1 6. it it it
1973.26 1.19 .02 ?.l 1. 1 «6.2 it . li 3 3
1973. 'iO 1.16 .02 2. 7 1. 2 H.^t it it
1973 .63 1.16 .CI 3.0 1. 2 83. i+ 3.9 it it
1973.88 1.19 .02 2.8 . 8 87, 5 2.7 5 it
197£f .16 1.21 .02 1. 7 .5 86.5 it. J 7 7
197£t.t*9 1.11 . C3 7.6 l.^t 79, it 5.6 2 2
197'+,9j 1.1^+
. '>t^ 2.0 .6 84, 7 it.
5
it it
1975,16 1.22 • 03 2. 2 1.2 75,9 IQ.O 2 2
1975. tt5 1. 0 9 .03 1.1 1. 3 73. 5 28.2 2 2
1975. 6i+ 1.16 .C2 1.7 1. u 76.2 10.7 5 3
AVEI- A3ES 1.17 .01 2.3 . 2 32.5 2.8 12 11
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3C12f>
YEAR
197?, 67
1973. f'V
1973.27
1973.^+0
1973.63
1973.87
197tf .i6
197't.5G
197£*.90
1975.16
1975. i+5
1975.63
VARIAPILITY INPEX^ 7.2
FLUX^^ERROP M ERROR CHI ERROR
AVERAGES
• 1:7
8.C9
.09 2,8 « 3
8.87 • IJ 1.9
. 5
9.29
. IC 2,5
. 4
9. 63 .11 2.3
. 4
9.11
.C8 2,4
. 4
8.15 .12 2.2
. 1
8. ao .13 3.3
. 6
8.17
.08 1.9 .3
9.42 .15 1, 5 .5
9.65 .15 1.3
. 5
9.18
. ID 1. 6
. 4
n
.73 .22 2.2
. 1
1*^0.
5
173.1
. L
176.5
174,8
17C . 4
173.4
168. J
172. 7
173.5
171. 6
1.7
3.8
1.8
2.0
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.7
4.3
4.1
3. 3
NS NP
3
2
2
2
2
3
4
1
3
1
1
2
3
1
2
2
2
4
1
3
1
1
2
173.3 1.9 12 11
044Q-Q0 (NPAO190 ) VARlAPIl I7Y lNrEX= 6.2
YEAR FLUX ERROR M EPROP CHI ERROR NS NP
197?. 67 2.73
.
:'4 31973. r4 2.77
. 04 2.3 . 5 13.
L
3.8 2 31973.26 3.ei
.
^5 1.3
. 2 47. ? 13. 5 2 21973. 4C 2. 74
. 04 1.8 . 3 43.7 11.3 2 21973.63 2.67 .C4 1.3 . 3 42. 5 15.4 2 21973.8 8 2. 72 .04 1. 6 . 2 5^.9 9.6 3 31974.16 2.6^
.C3 2.2 . 3 59.1 6.6 3 3
1974.50 2. 63 . 06 2. 3 . 6 61.1 10.9 1 1
1974. 9u 2.46 .^3 1. 8 .4 66. C 7.5 3 3
1975.16 2. 26 .C5 2.4 • 6 56.4 12.1 1 1
1975.45 2.25
. o5 1.8 • 4 42.3 17.1 1 1
1975.63 2. J6 .04 1.6 . 4 35.2 14,3 2 2
AVERA'^ES 2.57 .08 1.6 .1 47.8 2. C 12 11
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VARIABILITY INOEXr /+.6
Y^AP
i97J,
1973,
1977
1973,
1973,
197'4,
197t*,
197i+.
1975.
67
C3
26
i+1
63
88
16
k3
90
i*5
1975.67
Ay/EPAHES
1.53
i . «^7
1. 8i
?.il
1.95
1.85
2.11
l.^^O
1.91
1.8t+
1.66
1.87
ERROP Mi" C O 3 n CHI ERROR NS
. J
1
'* »h 1.5 1 76. C 2 1
• U '+
. 9 1 . 3 175. 8 17.1 2 1
1.3
. 8 162.7 12 . 6 2 C
.Oh
.7 .7 123. 9 ^? .7 ? 1
. 0 3 2 .9 . 7 1 H • / 3 . u 3 3
3
.2 1^1. 8 90 .u 3 2
• u ^ .2 1.3 72. 7 9a . 0 2 2
.Hit
.9 .5 122. 8 26 .5 2 2
.05
1
.r3 l.«+ .7 119.
u
2C . 3 3 2
.05 .9 .5 IbU, 3 13.9 11 9
C552+59 (0 A198 VARIABILITY TNnEX= 3 .1
YEAR ELUV M EPROR CHI EPROR NS NP
1972. 67 3. 98 3
1973. CU 3. 79 .1 .2 112.9 9G . 0 5
1973. 26 5.93 .05 .V 92. 3 11 . 0 6 3
1973. 3.83 1.1 1.2 5.8 3
1973. bk 3.65 .5 .3 25,5 22 . k 6 3
1973. 83 3.83 . C 3 .7 .2 91.0 a. 5
197W.16 3.85 .03 . 1 .1 139.2 71.8 7 7
197U. i+9 3. 77 . 3 . 3 136.6 76 .9 3 1
197i*. 90 .n? 1. tf .2 96. 1 2,7 5 c;
1975. 16 3.96 .05 .5 .6 67.9 2 1
1975. 45 3,87 .05 ,u .5 8i+. u 16.? 2 2
1975,63 3.9^ .02 .5 87. 7 7.0 6 6
AVERAGES 3.8U .03 .1 .2 59. 2 ?5 .9 12 xl
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0605-0 8
1972 ,67
1973. C3
1973.26
1973.^+0
1973 .63
1973.68
lQ7i*.16
197V. 50
iy7£t.90
1975.16
1975.
1975.63
AVERA3f!:S
VAPIABILITY INL£X= U.2
FLUK tPROR ^ EFROR CHI ERKOR
2.87 .07
3. To
. r7
. 6
. 8
. 06 1. 2
. 5
3. 71
. 12
. 7
. 7
3. 71
. 08 1.1 1.1
3.72 .07 1.9
. k
3.82 .Cf* 1. 0
. 2
3.77
.12 2. T .3
3.65 .17 1.0 , 3
5.13 .13
. 8 . it
3»lk . 10 1.0 • H
3.21 .07
.7 .2
3.i+3
.IC
. 5
. 2
162. 7
173.1
167.9
172.5
80.7
56.5
VI.
3
58.3
52.9
51. 8
V6.9
29.
1
V.9
18.1
IC.^
3. J
9. 9
10.8
IV. 7
31.1
23. 7
?3.5
NS NP'
^2.7 12.3 12 11
0607-15 VARIABILITY lNr£X= V. 1
YEAR FLUX EFRDR M Ef-ROP CHI EkRO,< NS NP
1972 .67 1.32 .C7 1
1973."
V
1.71 . 06
. 9 2. 3 8. 7 2 V. V 2 2
1973,26 2.r2
. C6 .6
.
5 5 6.1 V2. 8 3 3
1973. VO 1.91 .-7 3. 9 2. 1 2.6 3.9 2 1
1973 .6V 2.12 .U8 3.2 1. j 31.8 16.2 2 2
1973. b8 2.15 .06 1.9 1. 7 •^7. 8 5. 0 2 2
197:».16 2 .2V . C7 2.2 • 9 83.2 V. 1 i 3
197V. 1.87 .0"^ 1.2 9 5.5 Q.l 2 2
197V. 90 1.66 . C6 3.5 1. 2 83.9 3.7 2
1975.17 1.65 .C9 1.8 • 5 VV.6 28.8 1 1
1975. V5 1.76 .09 3. 5 3. V 8V. i. 8, 3 1 1
1'975.6 3 1. V5 . cV 1. 5 1. 1 71.1 17.7 V 2
AVEF A3ES 1.82 .Go .9 . V ^^9.2 11.8 12 11
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C723-QC VARlAtlLITY INDEX= 7.8
YEAR
1972.67
1973.
1973.26
1973. ^fQ
1973.63
1973.63
197£f .16
I97i*, 50
197£f ,90
1975.16
1975. if 5
1975,63
L» W A t. r^KUK M Ef- ROP CHI ERf<OR NS
1 . Q2
. V; o
3
• J c 7 0O . O • 3 121.3 if.
5
51-86
. J c 3. 9 . 3 122. C 3. 0 5
1 - A AX • C Q * J H 3.6 * 6 118. 2 6.9 2
l.Bl 3.5 117.7 i+. 0
1.91
. 3. Q . 2 lie.
6
3.1 6
2. : 2
. u c 0.0
. c 118. 8 2. 6 6
2.23
. U3 2. 3 .4 115, 9 6.7 3
2.32
. 02 2. if .2 121.3 4.1 5
2. 39 2.5 . 7 115.9 9. 3 2
2.37 .04 1.9 . if l?i+.i+ IC .4 2
Z.3k .03 1. H . 5 15C. 6 13.9 5
2.07 .07 2.8
. 2 120.5 2.4 12
0727-11 VARaABIlITV lNrEX= 6.8
YEAF FlUX ERF.OF M Ef ROP CHI FRPOR NS NP
1972.67 2.43 .05 3
1973. .4 2, 75 . U4 2. 4 1. c 171.
C
4,2 4 5
1973.26 2. 73 .C4 .7 . 4 164. 5 10,5 5 5
1973.40 2.77 . C8 9 1.4 . 8 2. 1 2 •4X
1973.63 3.03 .03 4,3 . 8 175.5 1,4 4 3
1973. 68 2.71 . w6 . 7 . 3 136, 4 5i. , 3 3 2
1974.16 2.95 .C4 2, 4 . 4 94.5 1. 5 7 7
1974.49 5.50 .18 , 9 . 4 111. C 1C,7 3 3
1974.93 3.67 .04 2.G .4 101.8 3.9 5 5
1975,17 7.55 . 14 1
1975.45 3.46 . C9 2.4 1. 0 89. 5 3.5 2 2
1975.63 3.29 . G5 2.
1
. 5 87.5 2, 2 5 5
A\/tRA;ES 3,0 7 .12 0.0 . 6 154.7 31,7 12 10
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C735+17
VARIABILITY lNrEX= g. c
YEAR
1972.67
1973. [«
1973,^6
1973.
1973.63
1973, fio
1971*. 16
197i».53
197^.93
1975.
1975.63
AVFh A3ES
1.88 .03
1.86
. 03 3.2
. 3
i.e^*
.03 2. 6
. 3
1.89 • Lk 2.5 .7
2. jtf
• b3 2. 9
. 5
1.9if
. [»3 2. J
. k
2.^3
• o2 1.3
. 7
1.99
.
CJ* 1.7 1. 3
2.18 .03 1.1
. k
2.61 .05 6.1 1. 5
2.50
. Qh 1.2
. 3
, 08 2. J .
CHI ERROR NS NP
2
h8
. C 6.7 3 3
^5.6 3
59.
P
13,0 1 1
31,6 7. 5 2 259. it 9.1 3 3
ec. 5 7.5
7C.3 1«».7 1 1
60. 1 15. 5 3 3
«1. 2 7 n 1
19.1 2 2
6u.C 5.3 11 10
073S+01 VARIABILITY IND£X= 3.C
YEAf-
19 72. 6 7
1973. •. If
1973.26
1973.^*0
1973.
1973.
197i+,
197k. 9j
1975. 17
in75.i*5
1975.63
8k
88
16
^9
AVEFA;E5
FLUX FRROF M FKROR CHI FKROR NS
1.95
.
0^
12.11
. "Jk 6.3
. 9 82.5 1.7 2
2.03 .03 5.8
. 7 Bd, 7 1.5 3
1.85 .C5 k, 7 85.5 5.1 11.87 .03 5. k
. 9 79. 9 2. 3 2
i. 86
. C3 5.3
. 7 0I.3 1.9 3
1.78 .03 5.6
. 8 8 3, 3 1.7 3
1.81 .03 5.4
.
9 e^+.9 2.0 2
1 .79 .13 5.1
. 8 8 7. 6 1.6 3
1. 82 . C5 1
2.C2
. j5 k.2 1.2 82.6 k,b 1
1.93 . 03 3.9 . 7 at*. 9 2.2 3
1.93 . 03 5. 2 .2 8 3. k 1.2 12
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
1
7
0831+55
YEAR
VARIABILITY INDEX=
.q
FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHi ERROR
122
NS NP
197?, 67
1973. C^t
1973, ?6
1973. itO
1973 .63
1973.08
197!*. 16
197;*.«+9
197^,9;)
1975.16
1975.^.5
1975,63
7.tt3
7.66
7.52
7.6Q
7.56
7.if9
7.58
7,55
7, 38
7.53
7.58
7.6 0
• u3
. 02
• 02
• 18
,Qh
.07
. Q7
.06
.37
. J8
. CB
. Q5
.3
.2
. 2
.2
. 2
.5
• 1
. 1
.3
. k
.3
. 2
. 1
. k
.2
. 1
. 2
. 3
. 2
.
i+
. 6
. 7
92. 5
73.5
lu3. 5
78.1
93. 2
9w. 6
5,C
68.3
172. 8
'.3
5. 1
13.7
'3.1
16.5
9. 8
^.3
35.7
75,7
l^+.l
18.6
IC.O
2
5
5
2
6
7
3
6
2
2
5
5
5
2
6
7
3
5
2
1
5
AVErASES 7,5k .C2 . 0 . 1 86.7 2k,
k
12 11
0J267 VARIABILITY INDEX= 13. 9
YEAk FLUX Ef^FOR ERROP THI ERROR NS NP
1972.67 2.17 .03 2
1973. o£* 3.i3 . 01 2. 5 . k 166. 1 3.3 k 3
1973. ?6 3.i*8 .02 .9 .2 1^+1.0 5.5 6 6
1973. 3.58 .06 3.r
. 3 3.5 1.
1
k H
1973 .63 3.16 .Ul 1.8 . k liJ.9 2.9 k if
1973.68 3.60 .03 . 9 . 1 66. 3 k,5 6 6
197«+.16 3.53 . 03 3,9 . 2 92.5 . 7 6 6
197if.it9 2.8'* .03 6,7 . 5 96.8 1.0 3 3
197£+.9a 2.99 .r2 lG.fi . 101. k .7 6 6
1975.16 3.^3 6.2 . 5 1l2. 3 1.6 2 2
1975.63 2.89 . Qk 5. 2 . k 97.7 1. a 5
AVERASES 3.15 2. 1. 3 1C1.5 13.7 11 IL
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C859-1I*
YEAR FLUX
1^72.67 2.66
1973. 3,25
1973.26 2.92
1973. 2,93
1973,63 3.-3
1973.63 2.93
i°7t*.l6
197^.49 3.13
l'37i*.9G 3,05
1975.17 2.95
1975.45 3.27
1975.63 3.17
A\;ERA3ES 3.j2
VAMAPILITY
ERROR M ERROR
.09
. C& 5. 2
4. 5 • 6
. U8 3.6
. d
. 5.1
. 8
.05
. 6
. C3 7. 5
. Gd t*.2
. 6
. C8 it. 8 .6
.09 3.
a
. 9
. 15
.07 ^•^ • 6
tf. 3
. 2
':'^X= 2.0
CHI ERROR NS MP
2
92.2
.9 3 c
97.1 2.2 4
92.6 1.6 3 3
y 1 . 1
. 9 4 4
93,8 1.3 6 6
94, 3 1.2 7 7
93,6 1.3 3 3
92.3 1.2 3 3
94.8 2.8 2 2
1
92,
L
1.2 5 5
92,9 1.2 12 IC
'^^^^•^^ VAP^AEILITY INDEX= 1.6
YEAR FLUX ERf^OP V ERROR CHI ERRO'=> NS MP
1972.67 5. CI .C,«!
1973. .4 5,16 C6
1973.26 4,96 . t4
1973. 4Q 5.08 . rs
1^)73.64 5.-6
, C6
1973.88 5. J2 . 05
1974.16 5. j9 .05
1974, 49 4,92 . u 5
1974,90 4,83
. C4
1975,17 5.J3 .08
1975, h5 5. j8 , 08
1975.63 5.12 .C5
AV/EKASES 5.33 .03
1
. 7
. 5 176. i. 7.4 "> 2
2.1 . 4 .8 2. ^ 3 3
2,6 . 5
. 8 2, J 2 2
1.1 . 6 14, 5 1^,7 2 1
. 4 * 4 2.1 IC.7 3 0
.3
. 4
. 3 5.2 3 3
2.5 . 5 176, 4 2.1 2 2
1.4 • 4 3.5 3,2 3 3
.5 . 4 57.8 37,5 1 1
1
3.1 . 5 • 4 1.7 3 2
1.4 . 3 l.fe 6,9 12 lu
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M82 VARIABILITY INDEX= 2.3
YEAR FLUX rppQP FRPOP
1 Q 7P f-71. ^ f c % ~. f ^ . ? 9 . n 9
5 . J5 .9
. 3
1973.^6 5.16
. u 5 .7 .3
1973. 'n
. u 6 1. n
1973 . f
3
5.12 .0 6 1.2
197?. 88 p.ri .05 .7 .3
197:f . IF, 5.01 .o7 .7 .2
l«'7i+. t+9 ^.97 .05 1.1 .3
197i+.90 i+.56
.23 .3
. 3
1975. 16 ^.98 .0 8 .7 .6
1975. US 5.20 .09 .7 . o
1975. 63 5 • u 1 .06 .9 ,k
AVERAGES 5,ri
.05 .8 .1
CH I ERPOR NS NP
1
18.8 8 .
2
3 3
20.8 11 . i+ 3 3
16.9 8.6 2 2
l^^. 1 6.ti 2 2
CC . U 12 . 2 3 3
16. 1 5.9 i+
13.8 6 . 1 3 3
16. 6 27,
d
3 3
18.5 19.7 1 1
11 .6 14+. 1 1
11. 8 7.6 2 2
it^.l ?.3 12 11
C953+25 (0K2^Q ) VARIABILITY ImDEX- 2.3
Y£AP =^LUX EkROP N CRPOP CHI EPPOP NS NP
1972 .67 1.12 1
1973
.
i.ZO .33 .9 1.5 8?. "•l . 5 2 2
1973. 26 1.21 .u2 . 1 1 .1 97.5 9c 3 3
1973. un • ij 3 2.U 1 81. 9 p.'i 2 2
1973 . 6£+ l.li* .0 3 1.6 1 23. 9 19 . 8 2 2
1973 . 88 1.15 .0 2 1.1 .5 ^t9. C 37.1 3 2
197i*. 16 .03 .8 1.9 8n. 9 31 . 8 ? 1
197£* .^49 1.1^ .03 »>* .8 49. 7 . 0 2 1
197«+. 9Q 1.16 .0? .8 1 .i* 3.6 18.6 3 2
1^75. 17 i.?l 3.7 1.9 3. 3 5.6 1 1
1975. U5 1.32 .3 3 1.2 2 2
1975. 63 1. 3C 5.7 1.1 ^. a 2 .k 3 3
av/^PAGES 1.19 1 •> 1." .6 l'^ .3 12 11
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1972.67
1973. Dt*
1973.26
1973.^+0
1973.63
1973.88
197£+.16
197V. ^+9
197«f,9D
1975.17
1975.
1975.63
VARIABILITY INDEX= 2.8
FLUX EFROR M Ef.ROP CHI ERFOR
AVEFASES
2 * 77Urn 9 f f
2.96
. 01 3. 6
2.92
. ilk 3.7
2.87
. 7
2.80
.02 3.8
. k
2.79
. 23 3. 9 . 3
2.77 .Ot+ U.l
. 3
2. 67 .Ct ^.1
. 3
2. SI .03 3.9
. V
£.79
. 3
. 7
2.89
. 03 3. 9
. 6
3.01 .03
. k
2.8it
.03
. 1
OUT
NP
2
O 1. f
o*+, t+ 1. 0 6 6CO cO 8 . fa 1.0 6 5
90.1 1.2 k <f
89.7 1.1 h
PI - Q 1. J 6 6
90. C
.8 6 6
91.5 1.1 5 5
91.2 1.3 5 5
9^.2 1.7 2 2
96. 2 1.9 7 3
98.8 1.3 5 5
91.7
.6 12 11
1127-ii+ VARIAPILITY lNDtX= 1.5
YEAR FLUX ERROR M EFROF C^i EkROR NS NP
l«572.e7 6.7n
. 22 2
1973. 6.V6
. 0 8 1.9 . 6 V.6 2.2 V V1973.26 6.53 .16 1.6 . 3 15.5 ?.3 6 51973. tfC 6.59 .13 1.7 . 3 11.6 2.8 5 V
1973.63 6.66 . IV v.i . 6 3. . 1. 0 V V
1973. fi7 6.52
. 21 2.7 . 7 6.8 3.1 2 1
iq7U.16 6.31 .09 .8 . 3 19. 8 9.1 7 7
197V. tt9 6.25 . 09 1. 3 . 5 13.3 5.9 V V
197V.90 6.?7 .C6 2.1 . 8 59.5 8. J V V
1975.17 6.15 . 2u 2. 6 . 2 V3. 7 ^. 8 2 2
1975. V5 6.16 . 16 1.2 . 3 22.2 £ . 1 3 2
1^75.63 6.£V .06 1. 2 . 3 19. 3 6.2 V V
AVERAGES 6 . Vu .06 1. 5 . 3 17.
e
6. J 12 11
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1215f30 VARIABILITY iNCEXr 1,1
YEAR FLUX EkRDF ERROR CHI ERFOR NS NP
1972.67
197 3.
1073,26
1973.
1973 ,63
1973. 88
197it.i6
197'+.i+9
197t».<^''
1975.17
1975. it5
1975.63
AVERASES
.53
.51
.5:
.52
.5£f
.55
.53
.5k
.^9
,5k
.51
.50
.03
. 02
.01
.01
.01
.u2
• u3
.01
• CI
,Ck
. 03
.02
.52 .»11
2
3
k
5
k
3
7
5
1
2
12
3C273 VARIABILITY lNrEX= 1,5
YE Ak FLUX EkRDK EkROr CHI ERROR NS NP
1972.67 to .7 . 7 1
1973. ^1.2 . 4 2. 6 . 2 161. 2 2.2 3 3
1973.26 kl.k .4 3.0 . 3 162.6 2.2 3 2
1973. i+1 kl.Z .5 2. 3 . 4 162. 8 4.1 2 1
1973.63 t»1.6 . 5 2.6 . 3 166. 8 2.2 2 2
1973. c3 41.6 . 4 2. 3 . 3 16D. 7 3.1 3 2
197i+.l6 t»2.n
. 2 2.1 .2 155. 5 3.2 4 3
197^. i-9 ^2.4 .4 2.2 . 3 161.2 '.2 3 2
197^,9'^ k3,k
.
4 1. 5 . 2 151.6 4.9 3 3
1975.16 42.5 .7 1. 4 . 3 146.2 9.4 1 1
1975. ^45 41.2 . 7 1. 3 . 3 15L. C 9.7 1 1
1975.63 42.2 .5 1.8 . 3 157.
C
4.4 2 2
AVcF;A3E5 41 .
«
. 2 2.1 . 2 159. 3 2.1 12 11
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im"* VARIABILITY lNrEX= l.g
YEAR FLUX FF.POR M EFROF CHI prroR N3 Np'
1972.67
1973. '^tf
1973.26
1973.
1973. &«
197V .16
l97it,i+9
l97^f.oD
1975.17
1975.^.5
1975.63
111.1
115.9
119.6
lli+.9
117.5
118.5
115.8
118.5
115.8
117.1
118.1
1.6
1.2
l.Q
.9
1.2
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.7
l.L
AVlFASES 116.6 .7
. 2
. 3
.3
.9
.1
. 5
. 2
• 3
.5
,k
. 2
1
. 3 6.7 29.3 2 2
. 3 3. 3 10.9 3 3
. 3 2.6 11.9 3 3
. 3 12.2 6.1 2 2
. 3 1.9 36.1 3 3
. 3 9.7 11. k 2 2
. 2 62. 2 38. i» 2 2
.5 76.6 22.9 1 1
. 5 77.
L
17,
k
1 1
. 7 2.3 7.6 3 3
.1 17.2 13.3 11 10
3C279 VAFIABI..ITY IN0EX= 5.1
YEAR FLUX EFROP r ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1072 ,f>7 12. 71 .32 1
1971, :.k 13.13 . 12 3. J . 1 lk7, 1 1.7 5 5
1973.26 12.83 .17 3. 3 . 1 1^*9.2 2. J 5
1973. 12.82 . 18 2. 7 . 2 1^*6. 2 3.
1
5 3
1973.63 13.35 . ce 2. 6
. 1 lkb,i 1.8 £+ k
1973. «8 12.77 .13 2.7 . 3 1=^6. 3 3,1 3 2
197ft. 17 12.32 . It^ 2.3 .1 137.3 1.6 6 6
197if.i+9 11.65 .16 1.8 . 1 137.7 2. 0 5 5
197£t. 9C 11.71 . C7 1.7 . 1 117.3 2.9 5 5
1975.17 ll.i+7 .20 1.8 . 2 119.1 5.3 2 2
1975.^*5 lu . 6k .16 1.2 . 2 118.3 6.6 3 3
t975.63 11.^3 .17 l,k . 1 Ilk, k 5. 6 6
AVEF.ASE? 12.2i+ ,2k 2.0 . 2 139.6 2.9 12 11
1345+12
YEAR
VARIABILITY INDEX=
.6
FLUX ERROP M ^^^^^ ^p^^^
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NS NP
1972,67
1973,G£*
1973.27
1973 .40
1973.63
1973. 88
1974.16
1974.49
1974.90
1975, 17
1975.45
1975,63
3.86
3.83
3.87
3.82
3. 8 a
3.83
3.82
3. 82
3.86
3. B5
3.86
3.87
. C5
• j3
« u4
. 04
.06
. u4
,u5
.03
. 07
.05
. 04
.{i3
.2
.5
• 4
• 6
• 4
.2
.5
• 3
. 2
1. 2
. 3
.2
. 2
. 2
. 2
, 4
. 1
. 2
. 2
. 4
.5
. 2
146.7
167.8
174.
G
1.2
174, 4
147,5
171,5
63.9
159.2
90,9
157.5
29,3
7.6
7.6
5. 3
11.9
13,8
6,6
16.9
k7,i
4,2
16,8
5
5
5
4
3
7
5
4
2
3
5
o . 0 4 • Ll .1 . 1 165.
C
20.3 12 11
1354-15 (0P-X92 ) 7ARIAPILITY INCEX^ 4. 2
YEAR FLUX FkROK M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972.67 1.86 , 07 2
1973,04 1.^7 .01 1.5 1.1 150,5 33. 6 4 3
1973.26 1. 65 .17 4. 4 1. 5 95.3 3.3 5 2
1973.43 1.72 .C2 3.6 1. 2 9 8.8 3.9 4 4
1973. F3 1, 67 . 05 3.5 1. a 98. 6 5, 2 3 3
1973. 88 1.49
. 06 3.1 2.1 lul.e 9.1 2 2
1974.16 1.6d . C4 '.9 . d 97.6 2.2 6 6
1974.49 1,56 . 05 3.9 . 7 99. 2 2.6 4 4
1974.93 1,44 ,C4 5. 5 . 9 95.7 1.3 5 5
1975.17 1.41 ,05 5.6 1. 5 31.7 3.6 2 2
1975.45 1.23 ,04 3.9 1. 6 104, 7 8,7 3 1
1975.63 1. 33 ,U5 i^. 5 1. 4 99.7 4,2 5 4
AVEP.ASES 1, 56 , C5 3. 6 . 5 97. F 3, 8 12 11
Itf0'»*28 (0Q2C8 ) VflRia^lLITY lNOtX= m
""LUX FPROP M FRROR THT ERROR NS
1S72 • 67 1.93 .Of*
11973. r£t 2.G'» .03 .1 .3 1 3i].o 90 .J 3 31973. 27 2.a3 .0 3 .5 .6 67.
u
33 .9 2 2197i.U0 2.j1 .03 1.0
. 8 81. 0 11 .7 2 21973. 6«* 2.03 .03
. k , 7 oi:
. 1 2 1197^. 88 2.03 .03
. 3 .7 5.2 23.1 3 3
197^+. 16 2 . J 3 .P3 .9 .7 176.1 8.2 3 3
197«*. ^49 2.15
.8 .6 9.8 12 .5 3 3197i*.9'^ 1.^2 .03 .3 ^5.1 81 .9 2 2
197'5. 16 1.98 . Q fi .6 .8 5ft nc o . u 1 1
1975. t45
.05 1
1975. 63 2.'^ 7 .G? 2»k .8 3.9 3.8 3 2
AVERAGES 2.n 1 .01 .3 .2 16.9 17.3 12 10
lf*£f2fl J (9Q17? ) \/ARIA3TLITY TNOFX= 3.1
YEAR FLUX ERi^OP M POpOR CHI EPROR NS NP
1972 . 67 1.88 .0' 3
1<573. " 1.86 .01 .9 .k 70.9 9 . 8 5
1973. 26 1.72 .ul . 7 .2 U7.9 17. 6 6
1973. 'J 1.78 .01 1.1 ,k 73. 8 . 1 5 5
1973.63 1.82 .02 .7 .2 30 . 8 11.0 5 r
1973. d8 l.'^O .C3 .3 »W 5t*,k 73.7 2 2
197^. 16 1.82 .02 .6 .2 57.9 it*.
2
7 7
197f4. if 9 1.75 .03 .6 .2 t*8. 8 15 .3 i+ i*
197U.90 1.67 .03 1.1 .3 38. 0 15.1 6 6
197^^.16 i.7«* .0^+ 1.2 1 .] 68.3 pi* .6 1 1
197'=. 1.71 .02 1.5 .5 59.9 13.2 3 7
19 75.6 3 1.77 .n 3 1.7 .5 69. 7 8 . 0 c 5
AVf PAGES 1.79 ."^2 .8 .1 58.9 3.7 12 11
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3C3C9.1 VARIABILITY lNnFX= 2.9
V C A OT t A K FLUX FRRHD M CHI
1 Q 7 o t 7
.0 ^
5. . 9 .05
. 5 8?. 8
5 • ?6 .05
.6 .4 87. 9
5. ul
. 0 ^
.2 .6 1 7*+. 2
1973.63 5. 33
.
'j 6
. 3 . 5 3.7
1973. 5.37 .J5 1.3 87.
1971*. 1 Pi P . c o o c• CO
. 1 . 3 31. 8
197U. t+9 5.20 .o5
.2 .i*
197t+. 9G U.55 .?i 1.1 ,k 83.1
1975. 16 ^.91
.6 .7 82. 7
1975.45 5.00
. J 8 1. 1* . 8 90 .7
1975.63 5.13 .05 ,k 88.6
A7EPAGFS 5.17 .0 8
.<i .2 85.
FPROR NS NP
lu . 3
25. 3
3.3
91 , n
20 . J
. 5
lU .5
5.1
9 .^4
11 .2
?
3
3
^
2
3
3
3
1
1
7
12 11
150?*-13 (0R1G3 ) VARTABILlTr IMDEX= 3.2
YEAR FLUX FPROP M ERROR CHI ERROR NS MP
1972. 67 1.71 1
197 5 . . I* 1.68 l.Q 6.8 3.0 2 2
1973. 27 1.73 .r? 2.2 . 8 1.7 ^ .7 3 3
1973 . ifl 1.92 .0 3 2.2 . 8 12.7 6 .'t 3 2
1973. 63 1.9^ ?.6 .7 .9 2.9 3 7
1973. 88 1.83 1
19 7^+ . 16 1.75 .02 2.6 .8 6.7 3 . 7 3 3
197i+. ^^9 1.7i*
. 3.1 .9 11. n U.5 2 2
1974. 90 1.92 .0 ' 2.6 .6 2G.1 5.5 7 7
1975.17 1.97 .C5 i. 1.2 179. 0 9.6 1 1
1975. U5 1 .78 .J 3 1.7 1.2 12. 7 1^.2 2 1
1975. 63 1.78 .ri 2.6 .7 9.7 k . 3 3 7
Ai/FPAr.ps i. 1 .0.5 .2 B. ' .6 12 l"^
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VARIABILITY INDEX= 9.2
YEAR.^ FLUX ERROR m ERROR CHJ ERROR NS NP'
1972.67 2,2J
1977. 2.22
1973.27 1.7^
1973. 1.^6
1973.63 1.66
1973.68 2.1C
1971*, 16 2.85
197t».i*9 3.22
I97t+.9j 2.28
1975.17 2.23
1975. 2.11
1975.63 2.38
AVEPA^ES 2.20
15ifR + 05
YEAR FLUX
• u >
.05
. 8 .6
. Ck 2.5
. 7
.n3
• 3 1. 3
. LU if. 8 1. 3
C7 2.6 1.6
.05 3.1 . 7
.07 1.5
. 5
.06 1.9
. 8
. 08
. 5 1. 1
• OU 1.6 l.u
. 05 ^.-^
.9
. l^t 2. 0
. ^
VARIABILITY
M ERROR
2
tf5, 3 2 2
69.3 7.6 3 3
86,3 31.4* 3 3
85. 8 2. 2 3 3
87.3 5.0 1 1
86. 7 1. 9 3 3
75.3 6.7 2 2
82. 8 5.2 2 2
96.5 26. 2 1 1
92. C 6.2 3 2
91.9 1,8 3 3
S'*. 3 6,0 12 11
IN0EX= 6.9
CHI ERF OR NS NP
1972 .67 1.93 .03 3
lo73.v£t 1.95 .U2 1, 6 , 5 83. if 5 5
1973.26 1.98 . Oo 1,9 . 3 85. i+ 2.2 6 6
1973.40 i. 87 . CI 2. 1 . 5 86. 1 2. 3 5 5
1973.63 2, r u .r? 1. 1 . 3 77.1 5.6 5 5
1973.88 2.08 .03 2. 0 . 8 82. 5 5.3 if 2
i97i*,16 2,r8 .u2 1. i+ . k 89.6 3,k 6 6
197£+.^+9 2, J 6 . C2 1.5 , 3 79.7 if.
5
5 5
197i*. 93 2,2u , C3 l,k . 3 79.9 if .7 6 6
1975 .17 2,23 .0? 1.9 . a 86.0 if. 2 2
1975. if 5 2, J5 .o5 1. 2 , 5 81.6 6. if if if
19 75.63 2,if8
. P'f • 6 .2 37.5 12.1 6 5
AVEkASE*^ 2,11 . 05 1.5 . 2 8 2,5 3,6 12 11
15554-00
YEAR
VARIABILITY INDFX= 6.6
FLUY PRROR M EOROR CHT EOROR
132
NS N'P
1972. 67
1973.
1973. 26
1973. tff]
1973 .63
1973 . 8fl
1971*. 16
197k . 9u
1975, 17
1975.
1975.^3
A>/EPAG^S
1.29 ."3
1.33 2.3 .8 lot*. 61.33
. 'J c O . H
. 5 102.3
1.23 .32 3.3 .9 97. 7
1. 35 .02 3.2
. 7 9if.t*
1.^+1 .01 1.9 .6 90.
1
1.31 .02 2.7 .5 102.9
1.26 .Jl 2.8 .5 ICl. 0
1. '2 .01 2.k .6 ICO.
5
1.U6
.03 3.2 1.1 ICO.
7
1 . 65 .03 .9 .6 112. 7
1.&3 .33 .9 .2 125, 3
1. 38 2,1* .3 loQ.7
5.9
2.7
2.9
3.6
2.9
2.7
5.
a
17.6
9.9
3.3 12 il
1607 + 26 (::td93 > VARIABILITY INHFX^ 1.3
Y- AR FLUX EPPOP M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972. 67 ^.21 .0 5 3
1973. Ci+ 3.13 .03
. k> . 3 33. 7 90 .0 3 t;
19)^3
. 26 3.11 .03 .t* .5 3.6 16,
1
3 3
1973. i*Cl 3.16 ,'Jk .3 . ^ 38.5 5b,
k
2 2
1973. S'* 3.11 • \jk .9 .8 7.9 13.0 2 1
1973. 88 3. it* .33 ,^ .5 2.4* 10 .5 3 3
117k, IS i.ll . ]i* .2 .3 1 53. 2 ^3 . 6 *t k
197-+. i+9 3.21 .0' 1.8 .5 178.8 3 .Q 3 3
197£+. 9G 3.r 5 .03 .2 .t* f 8. k 55 .0 3 3
1975. If^ ^.11 .06 .7 . 8 76,S 18.2 1 1
1975. 3.16 • u 6 1.8 . 8 8i+. 6 6 . 7 1 1
1975. 6' 3 . 2 J .r 3 .3 . 5 12. C 2k,
6
3 t
AVFPAGf
S
3.1U .01 u . u .? 21.6 i2 .3 12 11
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YEflK
1<?72.67
1973.-: it
1973.27
1973. tfl
1973.63
1973. 83
I97t*.l6
l97U,£t9
197tf ,90
1975.^7
1975.^+5
1975,63
(DAt*36
) VARIABILITY INDEX= 2.1
FLUX ERKOR m prrof c^I
2.53
2 . 61
* H 1.9 1. 0
2.5ii
• u 3 1. J
. 3
2,59
• C3 2.3
. 5
2,53
. J3 3.2
. 7
2.62
. 05
.9
. U
2. 63 .C3 1.3 • 3
2. 68
. 2. 7
. 7
2.52 .05
• d . 5
2. 66
. C5 2. 7
. 9
2.7J .u? 2. J .5
2. 77
. u3 3. :
. 5
2.62 .G2 1.7 .3
CUT EKPOR NS NP
2
1 • o 5.6 2 1
o c . o 14.9 3 3
**• 2 3 3
1C.7 3.2 3 2
32.0 1 1
i ^ 11 " . 1 •J6 2
7.9 3,2 2 2
33.3 31.6 1 1
9.4 4, 9 1 1
15.6 4.7 3 3
7.7 2.3 3 3
14. 8 5.3 12 11
1616 + j 6 VARIABILITY INDEX= 3.
C
YEAR FLUX EkROP M cFROR CHI ERROR NS
1972.67 1.. 9
. C4 11073. ^4 1. Jl . 02 3
1973.26 1.1^ .C2 3
1973.41
.94 . C3 2
1973.63 .92 . 03 2
1973.38
.69 . 02 3
1974.16 .95 .02 4
1974 .49 .97 .02 3
1974. 9G .9J .C2 3
1975.16 .88 . 04 1
1975 .45 .87 .04 i
1-975.63
.
P5
.02 3
AVERAGES .95 .c2 12
1 62 f* + U 1 ikChl .32 ) VARIAF^ILITY T^'D£X = 2
Yt AO FLUX ERRQC, CHI FPROR NS NP
1972 . 67 1.69 .01
1 9 7 3 . C ^ 1.70 .01 • H . 7 1 J T . U Hi • 3
1973 . 27 1.73 .01 Q• 0 . 8 c . b 0 • k k1973. i+1
. 'J r
t
• 7 1 - c • b 31 . <4 if
1973 . 6^+ 1.73 .12 1 . .5 1.1 7.1 3 7
1973.^8 1.72 .ol .9 1 .3 i 7 ft 7 C 75.3 u it
1971* , 16 1.72 .ni .7 1.2 9 . "J rc 6
197£t, U9 1.7i* .32 1 7X . o 1 9i. . c 1-^2. 6 8.5 5 U
197«*.9Q 1.68 .02 .8 1.3 11 . 9 3 5
1975. 17 1.6R .33 .7 i,n 1. J 9 f c c
1975. 1.63 .02 .7 1.2 93. L 1W.2 3 3
1975.67 1. 6u .01 .3 .3 lt^2.5 90 .0 6 6
AVERAGES 1.69 .31 .3 .2 1 72. 0 I"'.
7
12 11
3C3V5 VARIABILITY INDEX= 3.9
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1973. Ci+ 9.i+8 .i: 2.5 .1 66. 8 2 2
1973.27 9.83 . 0 8 2.6 .2 65.8 2.8 3 3
1973. Ul 9.98 . j3 2.7 .2 67.9 2.5 3
1973. 63 1C.22 .09 2.2 .2 61.
1
3.5 3 3
1973 . 88 i w .56 .15 1.9 . 3 57.5 7.6 1 1
197^*. 16 1^.92 .b9 2.1+ .2 eu . 7 3.2 3 3
197i+. i*9 10.62 .11 1.7 .2 5i. 7 6 .
1
Z 2
197'+. 9" 1 ^,ZW .13 2.5 .2 i+8. 7 6.2 2 1
1975. 17 IC . 59 .15 2.7 .3 59. ' 5.1 1 1
1975. t*5 lJ.i*9 .09 2.5 7. 62. 9 3.6 6 2
1975.63 10. .09 1. 8 .2 1*9.7 5 . 9 3 2
AVERAGES 1 C . 28 .12 2.3 . 1 f^O.O 1 .i* 11 il
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.itimi VAKIABILITY lNDtX= 2.4
NP
1972.67 1.75
1973. t^* 1,75
1973.27 i.73
1973.41 i,5s
1973.63 1,63
1973.68 1,73
197£*.i6 1,72
197!».49 1.65
1974. 9C 1.7Q
1^75.17 1,60
1975.45 1,74
1975.63 1.68
AVEI^ASES 1.69
.01
3.6
• 5
. C2 3.2
. 4
. C3 3. 6
. 5
. C2 3.6
. 4
. 3.9
. 3
.C2 4,4
. 5
• i.1 2.7
. 3
• 03 3.C
. 3
. 0? 2.6
. 6
. 03 2. 3 .5
.03 3. 5
. 4
. 02 3.3
. 2
4
17.
r
2,6
22.5 4.0 6 4
16. 9 2. 3 5 5
18.6 2.7 5 5
17.6 1.9 4 4
11.5 1.6 7 7
23. G 3. 2 5 5
22.8 3.1 6 6
29.6 10.1 2 2
2a.
c
8.5 3 5
15.7 2, 3 6 5
19.4 1.8 12 11
VARIABILITY IND£X= 2.7
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972 .67 1.35 .02 4
1973. (
4
1.41
. !?2 4. 6 , 7 lt;7, 6 3.5 5 5
1973.26 i.37 .CI 4,8 , 6 1j3.3 2.2 6 6
1973,41 i. 34 . C2 5. 1 . 7 ii:. 8 6.1 4 4
1973.63 1.33 .U2 5,5 .9 99.6 2.1 5 5
1973.68 1.4i . 02 3. 6 , 8 lC4.r 3.4 4 4
1974.16 1 .33 , C3 5.
:
, 9 102,9 3.1 3 3
1974.49 1.3i . (1 4, 5 , 6 10 5, 2. 4 5 5
1974.9^ 1.27 .03 3.3 . 5 lul. 1 3.0 6 6
1975.17 1.31 . 04 3.1 1.7 98.0 7.3 1 1
1975.45 1.22 .rz 3.7 1. o 130.5 4,5 3 3
1975.63 1.23 , j2 4. 5 .6 ICl, 4 2. 3 6 6
AVEf A'E? 1. 33 , 02 4,
1
, ? lc3.'- 1,6 12 11
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1730-13 (NRA053(. ) \/ARIAPILITY INrrx= 9
YEAF' FLUX EKROR M FFROP CHI ERROR NS NP
1972 • 67 k
. 29
. C5 i+
1973 %ZW I*. 53 .':;7 t+.l 12.2 1.6 5 51973,27 67
. c 3 0.1 5 k1073 .t*0
.06 1.6 .2 76.
L
8 « u k 3
1973 • 63 ^.66
. Ii6 2.2 . a 16. 8 7. 1 k i+197i+.17
^+.69
. 11 1.7
. 2 £+1.1 6.7 3 3
197i».ii9 5.18 .C8 1.5 . 1 32.2 3.7 5 5
197tf .90
.U5 1.9 . 2 55.5 £+.2 6 6
1975. 5.18 .12 1.5 .2 32. L 6.9 3 3
1975.63 5.16 . C^* 1.7 . 1 52. 8 A. 3 6 6
A\/tRA3ES £+.78
.10 .1.7 . 2 32.9 3. 3 IZ 9
17i+l-'^ 3 VARIABILITY INCEX= 8.0
Yi Ak FLUX EFRDF h EFROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972.67 2.58 .07 1
19 7 3. r <+ 2.36 • O^f 1. 3 1. 0 83. 5 8.1 2 2
1973.27 2.36 , Qk ,k .6 1G3.5 2k,
1
3 3
1973. £+1 2.C8 . w 3 1. 2 . 6 75.6 9.7 3 3
1973,63 2.31 2.8 .8 86. 8 3.0 2 2
1973 .68 2.26 • t6 2. u . 9 72. 7 IC. 2 1 1
197U.17 2.25 , Ok 2.3 . 7 7i+.l 5. 9 2 2
l97t+.^9 1.70 .Gk 2.7 . 9 81.2 2 2
197«+.90 1.87 .03 l*k . 6 7C.7 1C.5 3 3
1975. i+5 1.72 . C3 2.2 1. a 76.9 17. 2 3 3
1975.63 1.57 . C3 2.k . 8 7<t. 5 6.5 i 3
AVERAGES 2.11 .10 1.6 . 2 78.3 3.5 11 10
17«*9+r9 (OTOei ) VAFIflBlLlTY INPEX= 8.0
YEAR FLUX ERROR M tkROP CHI ERROR
137
NS NP
1<572 ,67
19 7 3. C«*
1973.27
1973. ill
1973.63
1973.68
1971*, 16
197£f.ii9
1971*. 90
1975.17
1975. U5
1975.63
AVEf- ASES
l.ul
.93
.fl9
.75
.79
.75
.93
l.o7
1.21
1.13
.00
. UD
.02
. 01
. U2
.02
.02
.02
. 02
• Qk
.C2
. 02
.96 .Qi*
k
5
5
5
3
3
k
5
6
1
<
5
12
3C371 VARIABILITY lNrcX= 1,6
YEAR Fl UX ERROR ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972.67 2.21 .05 1
1973. jt» 2. 32 . (: 3 2.i+ . 7 9.2 2
1973.27 2.20 .u3 3. r 1. 1 7.6 8 3 1
1973.^41 2.29 . C3 1. 6 . 7 9. u 6. i 2 2
1973.6'+ 2.12 . 03 2.5 . 8 7.2 2 2
1973.88 2.33 .05 1.8 l.u 6.6 e. a 1 1
1Q71+.16 2.20 .C3 1.8 1. 1 1^.6 9.2 2 1
197!». t+9 2.21 .03 2. 8 1.
1
5.6 U. 6 2 1
l<57£+.90 2.23 . 11 2.7 . 6 6.^ 3.
1
3 3
1975. t+S 2.15 .03 1.7 . 7 15,
h
3 2
1975.63 2.1«t . r3 1.8 . 6 9.8 5.2 3 3
AVEFAS^^S 2.22 . 02 Z,Z . 2 8. 7 2. 2 11 10
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3C3BC VARIABILITY INDEX= 2.0
YEAR Flux EkROR \: EF ROF CHI ERROR no NPIN 1
1972.67 9.t+l .lt+ 1
1973. C 9. "1
. IC 1. 2 . k 8, 2 5 2 21973.27 9.72
. ce . 7 . 3 9.6 6.3 3 3
X ^ f O.Hi Q 7 C!3 . f ^ . 1 1.
. 9 * k 7.3 5.6 2 21973.63 9.£f9
. 10 2.G 2.3 2 2
1973.86 9.57 .i«* 1.6 . 5 9. 3 5.G 1 1
1971*. 17 9.67 .12 1.2 . i+ 9.1 '.6 2 2
1971*. i+9 9.'*7 .10 1.5 . k 5.0 T.l 2 2
197t+.9J 9.5D . ne l.k . 3 2L .1* 't.7 3 3
1975. U5 9.28 .C8 . 3 . 1 '+2.9 3?.
8
3 3
1975.63 9.21 .06 ,k . 2 21.8 15,
k
3 3
AVERAGES 9.53 .06 1.1 . 2 lo.l 11 IQ
3C?9r,
3
VARIABILITY IND£X= 1, h
YEAR FLUX ERROR H EkROR CHI ERFOR NS NP
1972.67 6.if9 .i: 2
1973. C U D.69 6 . 2 29. 3 1, 9 3 3
1973.27 6.53 . i: 8 .2 32,
k
2.3 2 2
1973.^1 7.C 3 .15 3. 6 . 2 4n. r ^^,k i 1
1973.63 b,7k . U U, 3 . 2 2.8 2 2
1973. C8 6.72 .IC 5.2 . 3 22. 9 1. 8 2 2
197!t.l6 6 . 66 . 13 3. 6 . 2 33.2 3.3 2 2
lQ7i*,i+9 6.70 .08 3.8 . 2 53.5 2.5 3 3
197^.9(5 7.c5 .35 5.9 . it 16. L 1.3 2 2
1975.16 5.72 .1^+ i*.l . 5 23.6 3.5 1 1
1975. i+9 6. 8t+ . 15 ^. 1 . 5 2^+. 8 3.5 1 1
1975.62 6. 70 .07 5.8 . 1 26. i+ .3 tt
AVEFA3ES 6.75 .u5 k, 1 . .3 30.7 1.9 12 11
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230 5+1+0 VARIABILITY lNrEX= 3.0
YEAF FLUX ERROR M EFROR CHI ERPOR NS NP
1975. U5 3.93 . Ck 2.'}
. 3 111+.6 1+.9 3 31975.63 k,u7
. C3 2.1
. 3 112.0 3.8 5 5
AVEF.ASES i+.OO
• 37 2. 1 . 1 117 711 O . 0
. 9 2 2
3C£+1« VAFIAPILITY X IN U C A — 7 K
YEAr FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI roc Kl D
1972 .67 3 .88 .06 1X
1971, Ik 3 . 8y . C5 1.7 . 3 124. 5 6.8 ? c
1973.27 k,lk ,Ck 1.8 . 3 117.
7
5.7 7 7
1973. 1+1 k,12 .Lk 1. fl . 3 115. 1 6, 2 3 3
1973 .6"^ 3.89 ,^k 2.5 .? 115.6 1+.6 3 3
197 3 . 88 3 . 73 • Qk 2.5 . k 111. 1 k.7 C 5c
1971+.17 i*.i+2 .05 2.1 . 5 107.1 1+.3 2 2
197k, k9 i+.O J .05 2.9 . 5 10 5. 6 3. 5 2 2
197k, 9j U. U3 .22 2.8 . 3 108.5 2.9 3 3
1975 .1*5 k,13 . 01+ 2.5 . k 107.3 3.1 3 3
1975.63 k,i9 . Lk 2.7 • 6 lu5, 1+ i+. i 3 2
1975.63 k,33 .05 2.7 .6 1*^5.6 1+.2 2 2
A7Ef:A3ES if.lO . C7 2. 3 . 1 110. 3 1.8 12 11
2G53+36 (DA529
YEAk FLUX
1973«wi» t»,58
1973.26 k.k7
1973.^1 (.32
1973.63 U.29
197i*.l6 t»,£^8
1973. 88 £+.37
197i+.5n u.6t»
197£t.90 i+,e2
1975.17 1^.57
1975. i+5 U.79
1975.63 «f.72
AVERAGES t*,55
) VARIABILITY
ERROR M ERROR
.07 • 2 . 3
.01+
. 3 .3
,u
. 3
.C9
. 3 . 2
. 1. i+
.
.!32 .3 . 2
. u 6 .3 . 7
.0^ .5
. 3
. C7 • 3 . 7
. 07 1.1 . 7
. D5 .4 . 2
• u 6 U. 0 .2
li|0
INrEX= 3.i*
CHI i— I V In U r\ IN r
12.7 1 Q A 1,H
33. P P. 1O ^ . i. J
lit.
2
13.7 5 5
163.9 17.8
175.6 O . *+ TO
169.5 1C.8 5 5
.5 29.1 £ 1
87.8 9.6 6 5
69.6 23. 3 1 1
92.7 3.8 1+ t*
107.
C
11.5 7 7
173.2 82.8 11 11
2113+29 VAPIABILITY INDEX= U, g
YEAR FLUX EPRO»^ M ERROR CHI ERROR NS MO
1972.67 .69 . CI 4
1973. C4 1 .c5 .CI 1.6 1.0 86. 3 7.7 5 5
1973.26 1.22 .02 .8 1.1 180. 14.9 3 7
1973.41 l.x6 .05 1.0 86. 5 6.5 4 4
1973.63 1.2u . CI 17.6 11.9 5
1973,66 1.C8 .C2 .5 . 5 39.5 65.8 5 3
197'+. 16 1.09 .03 1.5 1.
1
80.4 1C.7 4 3
197if .U9 .89 .02 2.9 1. h 174. 4 5.9 3 3
197£+.9u .97 .02 .7 .7 53. 9 43. 5 5 c
1975.17 1.G3 • Qk 3.9 2.2 3,G 6.2 1 1
1975. i+5 1.06 .02 1.2 i.a 161.4 2u.4 3 3
1975.63 i.cn . "2 1.3 132.2 3r.9 6 6
Ai/E^ ASES 1.C5 .03 . 1 . . 5 6. 2 28,1 12 11
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YEAR FLUX
1972.67 6.98
1973. L^t 7.32
1973.26 7. CI
1973. i+l 6.75
1973.63 7.C6
1973.88 7.15
i97tf.l6 7.23
197t*.i+9 6.56
i97£*.9o • 7,23
1975.17 7.iu
1975. t^5 6.89
1975.63 6.99
AVEFA3?S 7. CI
21«*5^3 6
YEflf^ FLUX
VARIABILITY
ERROR M EPROP
.07
. 15
. 1 . 3
.11 .6 « 1
. o3 • ^ . 1
.03 .2 . 1
.06 .2 . 1
.12 .1 . 1
.07 .3 . 1
. 06 ,1* . 2
.13 .6 . 2
. 12 . 3 . 2
. 06 .1 .1
.06 .2 .1
VARIABILITY
EtvKOR M ERROR
INDEX= 2.5
CHI EkFOR NS NP
3
92.2 3^.6 5 5
15'*.0 6.7 k
Xh ^ . O 5 5
112. 5 15.3 k
1^+7.6 17.1 k
llii.l Ik, 3 k
133.0 32.9 3 3
112.5 12.7 5 5
133. 5 27.6 1 1
92.
1
1C,9 k k
l't2.3 36.5 7 7
130.8 6.8 12 11
EX= 2.6
CHI ERFOR NS NP
1972.57 3.35 .02 k
I973.rtf 3. 3u . 05 . 1 . 1 i+2.3 72. 7 5 5
1973.26 3.28 . .3 . 2 168.9 11.1 * i+
1973. ui 3.18 .03 .5 . 3 if:2.c 9.6 5 5
1973. 6«+ 3.21 .02 .1 . 2 110.7 k2,5 5 5
1973. 68 i.27 . 05 . 2 80.
1
19. 9 5 5
197^+. 16 3.35 . ,k 103.
L
17.5 3 3
197t*.t+9 3.17 .02 .5 .2 100.2 7. 7 5 5
197^+. 90 .ul .3 .2 83. ^+ 17.3 5 5
1975.17 3.ii . 06 . V . 5 61.2 &i . 5 1 1
1975. i*5 3.12 . 06 . 6 . 2 78. i+ 8.6 k
1975.63 3.09 .03 . 2 . 2 77. 3 18.1 7 7
AVEPA3FS 3.22 .03 .2 . 1 87.7 8.9 12 11
BL LAC
YEAR
(VR0i*222 ) VARIABILITY IN0EX= 29.
FLUX ERROf? M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
4 n T o19^2. 67 6.0 2 .05 3
1973. oi» «*.i+l ,rjk 2.5 . k 2.3 i . 8 3 3
1973. 26 tf.ul .0«+ 3.3 ,k 179.1 k 3
1973. i+n ^.83 .15 .8 .6 167.6 13.1 2 11973. 6.90 .07 1.6 ,k 99 . 1 c ">c
1973. 7,13 .Q6 l,k .3 1L9.0 ^.8 3 3
197-».16 5.62 .06 .3 .if Itf. 7 26 .if 2 2
197^+. t*9 6. j3 .C5 3.2 ,k 93. 3 1 . 3 3 3
197'*.Q0 5.37 .06 ,k ICO.
7
1.2 2 ?
1975. 17 2.68 .0 5 2.6 .8 1 9. 7 7.7 1X 1X
1975. 2.8'+ .05 2.5 .9 99. 2 5.3 1 1
1973. 63 2.97 2.7 .if 115.
1
5.3 3 3
ay/EPAGES .U5 1.1 .6 1-9. lif .2 12 11
22Q1+31 3 ) VARIABILITY TNDFX= 6.3
YEAR FLUX ERROR ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972. 67 2.3t* .^^ 1
1973. 2.37 .03 ,t* li*8.7 53 .i+ 2 2
1^73.27 2.18 1.1 .7 150. 2 26.9 1 1
1973.41 2.Ud .6 .7 153.6 .9 3 1
1973. e^f 2.2«* .03 1.0 .5 110.3 12 .7 3 -I
1973 . R7 2.03 • J 3 . 3 .5 128. 3 90 . n 2 1
I97t*
. 17 1.9Q .33 1.1 .8 1l6. 5 1^ .5 2 2
197i+.t*9 1 . 86 .0 3 1.7 .7 159.5 11 . ? 2 2
197t+. 9C 1.99 .03 1.0 .5 111. 1 lif.l 3 7
1975. '+5 1.93 . u 3 1.3 .5 116.8 13.8 3 3
1975.63 2.31 .03 1.3 2.5 14C .9 18 . 7 3
AVERAGES 2. It* .06 .7 .1 132. 3 tf.l 11 10
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2216-^3 VARIABILITY IND^Xs 2.7
Y IT A (. CI 1 IVr L UX r~ r> f" r> ot kkor M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1.21 • U3 3
1.35 • U3 1. 1 1. 5 92.7 9.8 3 3
1.22 .03 1* J 1. u IC 1. C 16.1 3 3
1973.^+1 1.20 . j3 1. 8 1.7 112. h 26,5 2 1
1973,63 1.2V . C3 3.2 2. 2 90.2 6.1 2 1
1*3 f 5 • 0 0 1 . 33 . G3 2.7 1. u 4, 1 3 3
197tt.l6 1.26 .G3 .9 1.2 IOC.
3
20.8 2 2
197^,a9 1.29 .^3 1.6 .9 1G2. 3 8. 6 3 3
197£+,90 1.29 . 03 2.7 1. 1 91+. e 3 3 3
1975 .17 l.ifl .05 1.1 1. 6 91.5 15.9 1 1
1975.1*5 1.39 .C5 .5 i. 6 7.6 k7,5 1 1
1975.63 1.^+5 .C2 2.5 . 8 91.
C
3.5 k
AVERAGES 1.30 .02 1. a . 5 96.8 12.3 12 11
3C'+!»6 \/ARIABILITY INDEX= 2.k
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERFO=^ NS NP
1972.67 1+.81 .C2 k
1973.''£t v. 95 . 2? 6. 5 .5 l7«+,5 .6 5 5
1973.26 1+.78 • 05 5.9 . 2 173. 2 . o 5 5
1973.1+1 U.67 . lu 6.: . 5 171*.
3
.6 5 5
19'^3 1+.58 .01 8.5 .If 17i»,6 .1+ 5 5
1973.68 1+.67 .l'* 6.3 . 3 173.
C
.6 5 5
197f+.17 U. 80 . 07 U. 9 . k 172.5 1. J 3 3
i+.5it
. u6 1*. 8 . 2 172. C .7 5 c
1971+.90 it. 51 . 06 3. 3 . ^ 167.1 2.1 6 6
1975.17 i+.if9 .11 2 . 7 17C.1+ 2.3 1 1
1975.1+5 1+.33 .c5 3.1+ . 3 169. 1.1+ ! k
1975.63 1+.35 • o 3 1*. 2 . 2 170. 3 . 9 7 7
AVERAGES U.62 .C6 5.2 . 5 172.5 2.5 12 11
CTA1Q2 VARiaeiLITY INDEXr 1.6
YEAR FLUX ERROR M EkROR o n i cue noCKr Ills Nb Nr
1972.67 '.65 .01
197 3. Tit i+.59
. i9 5. 3 13.7 Q
. ^
1973.26 i+.66 • C7 5. 2 c
. ?1973. itO ^.68
. D5 5.5
. 3 11. 6 .7 if £
1Q7? . &£ 81 .51 5.C
. 2 11.9 .7 k
1973.88 tf .62 .06 £+.6 , 2 9.3 H H
197W.16 <t.76 .07 5.3 . 2 11.8 1.6 < £
197i».tf9 ^.66 .01 £+. 7
. 1 11.1 .6 5 5
197£*,90 if. 6*^ .P2 tf. 3 . 1 It*.
2
1.1 6 6
1975.17 '.72 .08 3.7 .6 1«*.9 3.2 1 1
1975.45 £.73
. 3.9 . 1 13.1 1.0 < k
1975.63 U.78 .u2 ^.1 , 2 11.3 .7 7 7
AVEf^ A3E^ £•7^ .02 t*.6 . 2 12. t+ 1.1 12 11
22if3-l2 (OY-172.6) VARIABILITY INDEX= 2.5
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROk CHI ERROR N3 NP
1972.67 2. £+9 .02 u
1973. ui+ 2.55 .C6 2.6 1. 8 1.9 2.7 3 3
1973.26 2. £+8 . i: ^,7 . 9 179.1 . 9 5 5
1973. £+0 . 06 3.6 1. 9 17£f.l 3.7 3 3
1Q73.6'» 2.51 .e? 6.7 . 8 177.3 .6 5 5
1973.65 2. £+8 .03 5. 1 . 7 177.6 .9 £ £
197<+.17 2.26 .G5 U. 3 .9 166.4 £.6 3 3
197'*. £+9 2. 6£f .05 2. b . 5 17U. 5 2. 6 £ £
197^.91 2.67 .0£f 2.2 .7 172.8 3.1 5 5
1975.^+5 2.56 . 0 3 1.4 . 6 167. if 7, 3 £ £
1975. &£ 2.5i^ .02 3. Q 1. 3 l7£+,2 3.1 6 5
A\/EF flSE? 2.51 . C3 3.7 .6 175.
L
5.
a
11 IG
U5
VARIABILITY INrEX= 3. <
YEAR
1972.67
197 3.Lt+
1973.26
1973. UC
1973. 6i+
1973.88
I97tf .16
197t».U9
197£t.9G
1975.17
1975.^+5
1975.63
A\/EPASFS
F\ iiy P' t c; n w M ERROR CHI E'^ROR NS NP
n 7
111 7 fl
• 1'+ 6,2 , 1 170 .6 .6 5 5
1 U . o 1 • Jb 6.2 • 1 166. 5 5
IL .63 .C6 6.5 .2 169.2
.6 <^
IC .92 • Ij3 6. J . 2 168.8 .5 5 5
IC . 32 .OF) Fl ? 4
. 1 16 9.2 • 8 5 5
lu .56 .11 6.9 .2 170.7 1.0 i»
IU.31 .07 6.6
. 2 167,6 .5 5 5
ii .<+7 .05 5.^
. 1 165.6 .5 6 6
1« .37 .15 5,2 . 5 165.1 2. n 1 1
11. C3 .13 5,0 . 1 167, U .7 k
11.-6 • U6 5.7
. 2 167.7 ,5 7 7
i: .67 .03 6.U . 2 168. k .9 12 11
23t+5-16 VARIABILITY INDFX= 3.9
YEAR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERr OR NS MP
1972.67 3. CO .02 u
1973.1 k .12 .9 .9 163.6 18.1 3 3
1973, 3. 79 .15 . k . 5 151.6 51.2
1973. Ul 3.99 . IG . 6 1. 8 9G. k 13.2 2
1973. if. 20 .05 2. 1 1. 7 3.1 3.2 k t+
1973.83 £+.16 . • k . 3 55.9 kk,7 5 i+
197^+. 16 1.8 .5 83. 5 3.5 5 5
197'+.i+9 k,lZ .07 .3 . 3 167, 2 15. 1 5 5
197!*. 90 3.73 . C3 2.8 . 5 91.2 2.3 6 5
1975 .17 3. 73 .20 1
1975. i+5 k,i7 .15 .5 , 5 Ik, 1 20.1 2 2
1975.63 i*.18 .Ik 1. '1 . 2 66.9 6.6 7 7
AVER A3ES 3.95 .10 O.Q , k 79.1 "9.5 12 IC
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APPENDIX II
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF VARIABLE SOURCE DATA
147
This appendix shows plots for variable sources
whose tabular data is listed in Appendix I. Sources with
only a few data points have not been plotted.
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This appendix presents the numerical data and plots
for each possible variable standard source. The first
column gives the date of observation, the next two give the
flux density and error in Janskys, the next two give the
degree of polarization and error in percent, and the next
two give the position angle and error in degrees. The last
two columns give the number of points used in determining
the flux density CNS ) and polarization properties (NP).
Averages for all runs for all quantities follow the individu-
al measurements.
C256+'^7 (0DC9i+.7 ) VARIABILITY INL't:X= 2.5
YEAk FLUX FRROR M F.^ROP C^l ERROR
218
NS NP
1972. 67
197^. i.£^
1973.26
1^73. i**^
1973. 6^+
1973. 88
197V .16
197i*,50
197«» .90
1975.16
1975,
1975.63
.7k
.76
.78
.78
.82
.86
.79
.83
.80
.82
.go
.7k
. CI
. CE
. 02
.02
. C2
.CI
.02
. G J
.ni
. 03
.03
.02
If
3
k
5
5
2
6
2
2
6
AVEfcASES •83 .01 12
3C78 VARIABILITY INDEX= 2.5
YEAF FLUX EFROR M ERROR CHI ERROR NS MP
1972.67 V,99 .03 V
1973. Ci» V.93 . C3 1.3 . 3 109. 0 V V
1973.26 5.7V .15 1.9 . V IJ 0 • 2 2.8 3 3
1973. i+P 5.C8 .C6 1.6 . 3 101.0 2.5 V V
1973. &« 5.^6 . :v 2. 3 . 2 96. 2 1.3 5 5
1973.88 5.0 0 .03 1.6 . 1 102.
C
1.7 6 6
197V .16 5.19 . u9 1. 8 . 2 IOC . 3 2.1 5 5
197V. 50 5.0 V • u6 1.9 . V 99.8 3.5 2 2
i97V.9a 5.17 . Ck 2. 3 . 2 99. 1 1. 3 6 6
1075.16 5.r9 . 'J 6 2.1 . V iro. V 3.2 2 2
1975. U5 5.23 .06 1.9 . 5 91. 7 2.7 2 2
1975,63 5 . w V . f 3 2. C . 2 99.1 1.6 6 6
AVtRASES 5.10 . ov 1. 8 . 1 99. 6 1. V 12 11
VARIABILITV INDEX= 2.5
YEAR FLUX EkRDR M EPROP CHI E'^roR
1972.67 ,91 .03 2
I973.rtf ,69
. 02
*
K
1973.26
.87
. C2
1973, tiO
• e.k .03
IQ 7 3 . 63 A C
. 0 D . L' _
^
197 3, f
8
.89 , Ul 5197t+, 16 .81 , 01 7
197'*,t+9
.81 .02 3
197t+,9T
• 79 . ^2 6
1975,17 • 77 • C<» 11975, ii5 ,7k
.
Off 1
1975,63 • 78 , 02 3
avef:asfs .83 , n2 12
1153>'+9 (i+Cit9,22 ) VAFIABILITY INPEX= 3, U
YEAF FLUX ERROR ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
1972,67 1.55 1
1^73, c 1. 53 . 03 3 . 9 108.9 f-. 8 2 2
1973.26 1.56 . 02 if .1 . 7 llb.l ^-.2 3 3
1973,^+0 1. 55 ,r3 3 . 9 ICP.W i*. 7 2 2
1973. 6'* 1. 55 * C 3 3.5 . 7 122. 6 IC.^t 2
197!*. 16 1. 5j . C2 3,9 . 7 110. 8 f^.7 3 3
1971+, l.i+5 .C3 i*. 6 . 9 lie.
6
5,0 2 2
197f+.9j 1.29 3.6 1.3 113,2 10,9 1 1
1975.17 1,33 . C£f 5.3 1. h 10 8,6 6.3 1 JX
1975. U5 1,32 3 1U8.: 12. 5 1 1
1975. 6it 1, 32 6. 6 1. 6 ICC. 2 5.7 1 1
A\/£RA3ES 1.^5 .03 i+.3 . 3 1C9. 3 2, J 11
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3C267 VARlABlLITy INCEX= 2.3
Yc. AR FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR NS NP
4 n T O C "T*1 S / ? • 6 f 4.60 • 07 1
1973. L k 5.:,9 • 06
. 5 lO'f.e 2.
1
2 2
1973.27 k . 96 . Ct* t+. 0 • 3 IJ 6. 9 1.3 3 3
1973. ill 5.C2 . G6 3. 8 , k 109. 3 ^ C
1973.63 h,b2
. 08 3.6 . 5 111.9 k . 0 1 1
197i+.16 5 .06 .05 V. 2 . 3 1C5. P 1.5 3 3
197tf .i+9 £.96 .05 ^.G . 1C9. 2 2.«t 2 2
197it.90 t*.a7 .05 3.3 . k 1C9. 5 2. 5 2 2
1975.17 '.9'> t 08 . 6 lu7.P 3, 3 1 1
1975. tt5 .05 3.8 108. 6 2.7 2 2
1975.63 5.-1 .05 3, 6 . 3 l'je.6 2.1 3 3
AVtF fl^ES ii.93
. Zk 3.9 . 1 108.
3
.
7 11 IC
3C395 VAKI ABILITY lNn^X= 5.1
YE Afd FLUX ETROR M EfsROR CHI ERF OR NS MO
1972 .67 3.26 .05
1973.f 3.16 6. 3 .5 176. [ .7 5 5
1973.27 3.22 .Dl 5. 3 . 3 175.3 .9 k 1+
1973. h1 3.27 . C3 5. 5 . 3 17t4.
1
. 7 5 5
1973.63 3.23 .Oft 6.3 .3 173.2 .6 5 5
1973 .88 3.2it .C^t 5.6 . 6 173. 5 1. 3 2 2
197if .16 3.23 .05 6. 1 . k 173. 7 .7 it t+
197^.U9 J . u 6 . u 3 6. 8 . 3 171. 7 . 6 5 5
1971*. 9u 3.09 .03 a . 5 175. 5 1.2 3 3
1975.^+5 3.10 U.6 1. 6 171, 3.6 2 2
1975.63 2.70 .02 6, 1 . 5 17C.a 1.1 i+
AVEF a;es 3.1^+ . b5 5. 7 . 2 173. 5 1.1 11 IG
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VARIABILITY INrEX= 2.7
YEAF FLUX ERROR ^'1 ERPO P o n X INS NP
1972. »=.7 6.7i+
.07
6.9? . 09 6. 5 , i+ 1C5. 8 H
1973,26 6.79 .09 5.6 . 2 110.1 1.1
1973. ifl 6.7i+ • 'Jl
. 3 l'^7.9 1. J 5 5
J. ^ f J » O J b . tJ 0 • Up 6.3
. 2 13 8.2 .3 5 5
1973. fa8 6.62 , u7 6. 2 . 2 1C5. 6 . 6 5 5
197'».16 6.^3 . 09 6.1 . 2 105.7
. 3 « t»
197^.^+9 6.90 . 01 6.3 . 2 106.9 .7 5 5
197tf
.90 7.u9 . 03 6.5 . 2 107.3 .3 6 6
1975.17 6.81 .IC 5. 8 . 5 10 9.7 2.2 1 1
1975. 7.0 5
. 06 6, ^+ . 3 1J5.^ 1. Q 3 3
1975.63 6.99 .03 6.1 .1 107. 3 .6 7 7
AVEkASES 6.8if .C5 f . 1 . 1 107.2 .5 12 11
22094- VARIAPILITY INrEX= 3. 7
YEAk FLUX ERROR M ERROR CHI ERROR N? NP
1972. 67 l.i+ff . C3
1073. 1 .if6 . 33 3.2 .6 87.1 1.9 5 5
1973.26 l.i+3 . 02 7.9 « 86. 9 2.6 3 3
1973. Ul 1.3if .CI 6. i+ . 7 89.1 .9 5 5
1973.63 1.36 .Ul 3. 9 . 5 95. 5 1. 8 U
1973.68 1.36 « 03 2 . ^ 89. 6 2.2 5 5
I97t+.16 1 .i+J .01 t*.l . 6 69.2 1.9 h
197£t.5D 1.26 . :2 3.9 . 6 9C.6 1.8 k
197tf.9? 1. 31 .02 8 . 6 87.6 1.5 k
1975. 17 l.ci* . at* 6.
1
1. 3 8 6. 5 3.3 1 1
1975. i.5 1.26 02 ^ . 6 . 6 85.7 k
1Q75.63 1.26 .02 . 5 9U. 3 1.5 7 7
A\/£FvASES 1 .3'+ .C2 ii. 5 . 3 88.7 X. 9 12 11
222
-^1^^ VARIABILITY IND^Xr 1.6
YEAR FLUX ERROR M EPROR CHI E,siROR NS
1 Q.61 .19 21973 . C 3 1 0 . 3 « .19 12.1 . 5 176. k . k 21973 . 26 1 0.72 .16 IG . 8 . 3 177.2
. 3
1973. i+u 1 1 1 .20 11.1 Q
• O 1 ' " . H . k 2
19 7 3. 6 3 1 G . 9
1
.2j 15.5 .8 177.8 .3 2
19 7 3. 88 10.97 .16 12 . 2 . 3 177. 6 .3 3197i*
, 16 1 u » ok .1^ 9.3 .5 175. 5 . 5 k
197^*. 50 11. 6U .29 9.t+
. 8 177.5 .7 1
197^*. 90 .16 8 . 3 1 75. 6 .5 3
197^. 16 10.96 .23 7.8 .6 175.3 .9 1
1975. 63 10 .99 .2u 9.1 ,k 1 76.9 .5 2
10.97 .G9 IJ .5 .7 177. 0 2.0 11
NP
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